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GW REMEMBERS CHRIS BARTOK
Students, Faculty, Administrators Say
Goodbye to a Good Friend

BY ALAN TAUBER

Managing Editor
The Law School lost a
member of its community Dec.
18,2003. By now, the details of
that night, as far as they are
known, are familiar to most
people in the Law School, thanks
to efforts by the administration
to keep the student body in
formed. But the one thing emails cannot convey is the over
whelming sense of loss felt by
those who knew Chris Bartok
best. They cannot convey the
missed opportunity of those who
didn't get the chance to meet
him. And they cannot fully con
vey the impact that Chris Bartok
had on our Law School in the
short time he was here.
Bartok is best remembered
for his habit of making sure that
everyone around him was hav
ing a good time, and almost as
well remembered for an infa
mous pair of pink flip-flops that
he regularly wore around the law
school. Jessica Toplin, a 1L who
first met Bartok at last summer's
1L meet-and-greet, best summed
up Bartok: "He was happiest
when the people around him
were happy."
Jason Stone, 1L, and one

of Bartok's many roommates,
echoed Toplin's sentiment. "He
loved catering to people."
Bartok really cared about his
roommates and school friends,
Stone said. And his roommates
and school friends really cared
about Bartok.
At a memorial service

hosted by the Law School on
Jan. 9, several of Bartok's class
mates, friends and professors
spoke. "His friendship enriched
all of our lives immensely," said
Justin Copeland, 1L, another of
Bartok's roommates. 3L Bonnie

dure class last fall, said he felt
lucky to have Chris in his class.
He described Bartok as "some
one who had a very ready smile
and an upbeat disposition." At
the memorial, a visibly choked
up Trangsrud spoke of his
memory of Bartok. "He was
with us all too short a time, but
in the time given him, he did
sparkle."
Bartok's torts professor,
Sonia Suter, also has fond
memories of him. "He always
greeted me with a warm smile,"
she said. "I'm sorry I didn't get
to know him better."
Trangsrud and Suter also
offered some words from Bartok
himself. Reading from his ap
plication essay, Trangsrud gave
insight to Bartok's feelings about
law school. "I know its what I
want to do, and I'm sure I'll suc
ceed." Suter also read from a
questionnaire she handed out to
all her first year students. "If I
had it all to do over again, I'd be

Miluso, who was Bartok's
Lambda Law mentor said that
"his enthusiasm, warmth and

a race car driver," Bartok wrote.
Bartok's sentiments re
flected his other interests in life.

spirit really touched me." And
this sentiment was shared by
Bartok's teachers as well.
Dean Roger Trangsrud,
who taught Bartok's civil proce

Bartok's mother, Carol DiNolfo,
said he was an automotive nut.
"He knew all the performance
steps of every car made." Stone

See BARTOK page 5

SBA, Lambda Law Respond
To Developments In The Case
BY ALAN TAUBER

Managing Editor
Following reports from
police that witnesses heard
shouts for help and asked some
one at the Sequoia Restaurant
and Bar to make a 911 call that
was never placed on the night
of Chris Bartok's death,
Lambda Law and the SBA are
drafting a letter of complaint to
the management.
SBA President Corrie
Westbrook said that the SBA
will no longer do business with
the bar. The SBA typically hosts

two events per year at the venue
on the Georgetown waterfront,
which are highly attended by stu
dents.
These developments fol
low a break in the case that was
announced by Dean Renee
DeVigne in an e-mail last week.
DeVigne was apprised of these
developments in an e-mail from
Bartok's mother.
According to Detective
Christopher MacWilliams of the
Metropolitan Police Depart
ment, a female GW student con
tacted him following an earlier

See INQUIRY page 5

The view from Sequoia overlooking the Patomac River. Police say
witnesses went to Sequoia to request a 911 call t he night Chris
Bartok died. Bartok's missing clothing was found nearby.

Law School Will Try 13-Week Semester
BY BRANDON BRISCOE

Editor-in-Chief
The Law School will move
to a 13-week semester next
school year after the faculty ap
proved Friday an amended ver
sion of a proposal drafted by the
SBA and Law School adminis
tration. The change will increase
total class time per credit hour
while shortening each semester
by a week, and it will be re-ex
amined in two years.
The faculty debate lasted
just over an hour - due in part to
a lower than normal faculty turn
out and in part to a request from
Dean Michael Young that speak
ers be concise - but it was not
without the fireworks common
in what has been a contentious
issue for more than a year.
A similar proposal was
voted down last year when
evening students voiced objec

News
More Details on Bartok
Memorial - page 5.
Web Portal - page 2.

tions that the change would un
fairly burden them, and evening
students again led a strong op
position at Fridy's meeting. But
this time a secret ballot ended in
a 26-11 approval of the plan.
The adopted proposal in
cludes a number of provisions
designed to alleviate the burden
on the roughly 40 evening stu
dents per class who remain parttime throughout their law school
careers. Both 1L evening and
day students will remain on a 14week calendar.
Classes next year will run
55 minutes and will be spaced
further apart to provide more
time for students to question pro
fessors and pack up laptops af
ter class. 1L students will also
enjoy a "fall break" of sorts to
study for and recover from their
midterm exam in Civil Proce
dure. 2L and 3L students will
have two additional weeks in the

summer.
The extra week before the
fall semester will allow students
participating in the Fall Inter
view Program to attend inter
views without missing class. The
extra week at the end of the
spring semester will give 3Ls
more time to prepare for the Bar
exam and will allow final grades
to be calculated before gradua
tion if the date is moved up to
coincide with the University's
ceremony.
SBA President Corrie
Westbrook led a contingent of
SBA representatives who spoke
in support of the plan. "When
you think about taking one week
of classes and spreading it over
13 weeks, it's just not true that
the SBA is trying to increase the
workload on students," she said.
Tom Fredrichs, a 2L
evening student and president of
the Evening Law Student Asso

Evening Law Student Association President Tom Fredericks
opposes the 13-week semester at Friday's faculty meeting.
ciation, disagreed. He argued
that evening students have about

Features
Three (Hel)L - page 8.
Student Wins "Fear Factor'
- page 11.

See CALENDAR page 4

Opinions
Staff Member Bids Farewell
-p. 15.
Editorials - page 15.
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Web Forum Promotes Discussion As Posts Surge
BY FRANK LATTUCA

Staff Writer
When posting on the GW Law
Portal's General Message Board, there
are very few rules. Specifically designed
to encourage online discussions, the pref
ace before accessing the board only re
minds students to proofread what they
post and to note that their name will be
attached to their comment.
One might think that such a warn
ing would make users cautious in what
they choose to discuss and how they
choose to phrase it on the boards, but that
has not been the case at all. Between posts
about used books for sale and apartments
for rent, a war of ideas and words is be
ing waged, and it's not always pretty.
With hundreds of posts arguing over ev
erything from law and politics to more
sensitive topics such as homosexuality

How Are Students Spending Their Reading Days?
and the sanctity of marriage, some posts,
which may have started as genuine peti
Web Portal Postings By Month
tions for debate, have spiraled into per
sonal attacks.
450
The spiral has coincided with an
400
explosion in the volume of traffic on the
g>
35
0
portal fueled by the reading days prior to
|
300
the exam period. There were more than
380 posts in December - more posts than
2 250
the rest of the fall semester combined.
!m2 0 0
One day - Dec. 4 - saw 69 posts, more
|150
than the total for October (47) and nearly
,„-M20
2 100
matching November's total (76).
50
So many messages have been posted
that the computer system can no longer
Dec.
Jan. 1-16
Oct.
Nov.
Aug. 21-31
Sept.
keep up with the volume. Those who have
Month
not kept up with the raging debates will
find that the server times out before it can
Postings on the Law School's web portal forum skyrocketted in December,
mark all the unread messages as read.
with many posts coming during the reading period. Sixty-nine postings were
For many students, the forum pro
made on one day, Dec. 4.
vides a place outside of the classroom to
present viewpoints that might be distract
it either.
ing, or just unpopular. "As a rule, class is not conducive to a rigorous disagreement
Take Brett Cottrol's reply to one
between students," says 4L evening stu
poster's
conservative comment: "Wow. I
dent Kenneth Kilgour.
assume
you
passed constitutional law, but
Kilgour said that it is his impres
upon
reading
your claptrap, I cannot un
sion that the more conservative students
derstand
how
you could have done so."
speak out in class. "I'm tired of hearing
In
retrospect,
Cottrol realizes that his
the same nonsense repeated as 'argu
ment,' and the message board is one place comment was inflammatory. "It was
definitely a bit over the top and maybe a
to air my views."
A number of students see this dif little too derisive." Cottrol, a 3L, said
ference of opinion as a consequence of that he only gave as good as he got. He
the ideological divide between liberal and added that many posts "are written in this
conservative students at the school that academic sounding language, but it's only
sometimes pushes students into the trap to couch some pretty hateful things."
Despite its problems, some students
of hurling rhetoric at each other.
3L Bradley Parr decided to stop us
ing the forum because it seemed to be just

The Law School's web forum hosts everything from advertisements to debates, some
of which have grown vitriolic in recent weeks.
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Anthony Marcavage
Troy Byers

Brandon Briscoe
Alan Tauber

"people talking past each other," he
said. "No one is ever going to persuade
me that the state can ban homosexuality
or that somehow what I feel for my boy
friend is immoral or unnatural, and I'm
not going to persuade those who think
that it is to the contrary."
Indeed, some of the posts read more
like Olympic exercises in insulting, than
an actual attempt at organized debate.
Posts vary from accusing liberals of hav
ing an agenda that is destroying the moral
fibers of the country, to responses claim
ing that some conservatives could only
be happy if t hings were run like the Min
istry of Truth in George Orwell's 1984—
and they aren't too polite when they say

think that some good can come from the
web forum. Kilgour hopes that this

ultimately lead to some form of GW Law
debate club, and Parr finds that it can
serve as a reminder to all students that at
the Law School we can become isolated
from real-world topics.
"We talk about issues, [in the fo
rum] and in class, in a very academic kind
of way, forgetting that real people are
actually affected by legal decisions," Parr
said. "Debating whether the plain lan
guage of the Constitution permits X, Y,
or Z is fun in a vacuum, but there are
people whose rights are actually impacted
by the result of that discussion, and those
people are usually not the ones having
that discussion."

Prolific Portal Posters

Alexander Saunders
Erik Baptist
Chris McClintock

Peter Bromaghim
Sarah Hensley
Elizabeth Austern
Jon Backenstose
Jeremy Medovoy
Eric Koester
Cristina von Spiegelfeld
Marcus Ehrlander

Sola Bene is published bi-weekly by the students of The George Washington University Law School. Its office
is l ocated in the basentcnt at 2 008 G Street. NW. W ashington D.C 20052. 1202) 676-5879.
Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The George Washington University Law School or
Sola bene. Board Editorials represent the views of a majority of the Editorial Board. Opinion columns are reflective of the
view s of the column's author)s). In ar ticles, the so urce of information is identified, and an a ttempt is made to present a
balanced view. In le tters, the veracity of st atements is strictly the responsibility ot the authorts).
Sola Bene will consider for publication all a rticles, letters, announcements, cartoons or opinion pieces submit
ted b\ 5:1)0 p.m on tlv Thursdav before publication. Sola Bene strives to treat all submissions in a fair and uniform
manner. Howev er, due to space constraints, submissions may he omitted and Sola Bene will m ake reasonable efforts to
print t hem in a l ater issue.

Ken E nglish

Dan DeSouza

Brad Parr

Brett Cottrel

Sally Parker

These are the faces behind some of th e names you may recall seeing on the portal
in recent months. Many engage in back and forth debate while others, like
DeSouza, post m ainly for comic relief.
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SBA Beat
New Constitution Presented to SBA; New GraduateStudent Alcohol Policy Moves Forward
BY ALAN TAUBER

Dean's Fellow Applications Due; Evening Students Wanted
2L and 3L Evening students who would like to serve as Dean's Fel
lows next year should submit their applications by Thurs. Professor
Lorri Unumb said evening students are especially encouraged to apply
so that 1L evening students can have Dean's Fellows who can better
relate to their experience.

Buy Your Barrister's Tickets
Buy your Barrister's Ball tickets now before the discounted tickets are
scooped up. The SBA will be selling tickets this week and next for $50
initially. The event will be held Sat., Jan. 31 at the Four Seasons
Hotel in Georgetown. The event features plenty of food, beer, wine,
and three liquor tickets; tickets prices will rise soon.

Have You Ever Heard of Anderson Cooper?
CNN's Anderson Cooper will broadcast his primetime show from the
"Crossfire studio in the Media and Public Affairs building tonight at
7 p.m. The program will give air time to articulate, young voters - it
could be your big break. Email CNN@gwu.edu for free tickets.

Graduation Speaker Selected?
We've been sworn to secrecy, but high-ranking administration sources
tell the Nota Bene a speaker has accepted the Law School's invitation
for the graduation ceremony. More details on this exciting develop
ment will be forthcoming in an email and in the next Nota Bene.

Dean's Office Restricts
Open Bar At Barrister's
Property Damage Last Year P r o m p t s Ch a ng e s
Cannon who is organizing the Barrister's
event were concerned about Morrison's
Editor-in-Chief
request because it came so late in the plan
ning stages and after an agreement had
been
reached with the hotel.
Despite a deal that would have pro
They worried that the change
vided an open bar for more than four
would
create a number of problems, in
hours, the liquor won't be flowing as
cluding
adversely affecting ticket sales.
freely at this year's Barrister's Ball after
The
SBA
guaranteed the hotel 400 attend
the SBA and Law School administration
ees
as
part
of the contract.
agreed on a compromise that will limit
In
a
meeting
last week, they nego
the open bar to beer, wine and three tick
tiated
a
compromise
with Morrison that
ets per person for liquor. Future Law
would
limit
the
open
bar to three liquor
School events will adhere to a similar
drinks
per
person.
policy, said SBA President Corrie
Westbrook said other
Westbrook.
options
were considered, in
The move away
cluding
an open bar for only
from completely open bars
two
hours.
Student leaders
came after the Four Sea
worried,
however,
that stu
sons Hotel reported prop
dents
would
simply
drink
ex
erty damage after last
cessively
while
the
bar
was
year's Ball to the tune of
open,
negating
the
several thousand dollars,
restriction's
purpose.
including damaged art
Westbrook said the
work and cigarette holes in
changes
were fair, especially
a couch, Westbrook said.
SBA President
in light of the damage last
Although the hotel invited
Corrie Westbrook
year. She said future events
the SBA back and even of
like the end-of-the-year
fered a better price, man
journal
ball
would probably follow a
agement asked student leaders to take
similar
policy
f despite Morrison's initial
steps to curb excessive drinking.
request
for
no
open bars. "It's warranted
Westbrook said students had al
probably,"
she
said, "but I don't think it's
ready responded to the problem - by hir
going
to
be
more
restrictive for future
ing security guards, signing up 25 sober
events."
monitors to patrol the party, and provid
Although institutional memory
ing for food service throughout the night
among
students was cloudy, SBA officials
- when Dean Tom Morrison asked that
believe this was the first time in several
they replace the open bar with a cash bar.
"There's an overall University years that a venue had invited the Law
School back for Barrister's Ball for a sec
policy that the Law School supports that
drinking should not be the overall pur ond year.
This was also the first year in re
pose of social events sponsored by the
cent
memory
that the Law School is the
school," he said. "We don't want to en
party to the contract instead of the SBA,
courage over-drinking."
Westbrook said she and 3L Janet a change made at the hotel's request.
BY BRANDON BRISCOE

Managing Editor

The first SBA meeting of the semes
ter opened with a moment of silence in
memory of Chris Bartok. Then the SBA
got down to business as usual. SBA Presi
dent Corrie Westbrook began with her
President's report, discussing the 13 work
calendar and the graduate alcohol policy.
The graduate alcohol policy is still
moving forward. The SBA and Dean
Renee DeVigne have meetings scheduled
with the University's alcohol office and
general counsel to discuss the policy. One
option under exploration is to use the law
school as a pilot program next year to try
the new policy out. If it succeeds, other
graduate schools could then sign on,
making any modifications to the policy
to suit their particular needs.
3L Representative Mike Silver re
ported that the Outline Bank went very
well last semester with over 40 outlines
being sent to over 125 people. Plans are
moving ahead to move the whole system
onto the TWEN system, to make last
semester's e-mail system obsolete.
TWEN stands for The West Education
Network and is a service provided by
Westlaw for communicating between
class members. It is widely utilized by
the LRW program and several professors
are starting to use it to distribute class
assignments.

1L Evening Representative Eric
Koester reported that the Student Asso

ciation is preparing to vote on a resolu
tion supporting the law school faculty's
decision to join the FAIR lawsuit against
the Solomon Amendment. That vote
takes place on Tues., Jan. 20.
In other news, the SBA is planning
a picnic for lLs on the quad on April 9,
although there was some concern that this
might interfere with Dean's Jeans Day.
Members are looking into this. Also, the

BLSA is working with the SBA on events
for Black History Month. Plans for
Barrister's Ball were finalized. Tickets go
on sale this week. Finally, the Nota Bene
received its funding for the semester.
The big news of the evening, aside
from the 13-week calendar proposal, was
the new SBA Constitution. The Select
Committee on Constitutional Revision
presented its work including the new
Constitution and an accompanying re
port.
The new Constitution sets up a
three-branch system of government simi
lar to the U.S. Constitution. The SBA
remains a unitary Board, but with new
representatives. Aside from the tradi
tional four reps per 2L and 3L class, as
well as the five 1L reps, Evening and PostJ.D.s gain additional seats in the body.
The Vice-President takes over pre
siding duties, currently handled by the
President, but the President retains the
ability to make bi-weekly reports. Also,
a judicial branch is set up to handle any
student disputes as well as to enforce the
new Constitution.
Another major change is more defi
nite appellate procedures from Commit
tee decisions. In the wake of the controversv over Vast -year's Day Wce-Presv&ervt
EVECWORV, "W -was fe\X XYVAX A\\ car\<Y\<Ya\es
deserved an appeal from decisions by the

Elections Committee. Current SBA Bylaws on unclear on this point.

The Committee received praise for
their efforts from the Board and, after a
few questions, the Board decided to take
two weeks to study the new document,
discuss it over e-mail, and hopefully vote
on at the next meeting.
The next meeting is scheduled for
Jan. 27 at 8 p.m.

Same-Sex Marriage
Expert Speaks at GW

Tauber/Nofa Bene

Professor Willaim Eskridge of Yale Law School, speaks about the past, present and
future of gay marriage in LI A02. Prof. Eskridge visited the law school to speak at an
event co-hosted by Lambda Law and the American Constitution Society.
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Faculty Votes To Add Two Weeks To Summer
CALENDAR from pa«ci

eight hours of free time to spend with
their families each week after consider
ing jobs, class and other responsibility.
Any increase to weekly class time and
preparation time cuts into their already
limitted family time, he said.
"Intellectually, you know it's a big
ger burden, but you don't feel it because
you're not living it," he explained to fac
ulty and day students. "If you have young

benefit.
"The amendments show that we
have to go through all sorts of gyrations
gymnastics, and contortions to make this
work," she said. "Most of these sweeten
ers that have nothing to do with the length
of the semester."
Wilmarth argued that the plan had
little benefit while having a large, nega
tive impact on some students. "We're

Professors Barron, Clark, Siegel, Hsu, Gabaldon, and Wilmarth consider the proposal
to shorten semesters to 13 weeks. The faculty voted to approve the plan 26-11.
children - a s many of us do - you'll get
home too late to put them to bed."
Fredrichs said the proposal chiefly
benefitted day students because evening
students do not participate in the FIP or
hold summer jobs in which they could
make more money with a longer summer.
The proposals costs, he argued, chiefly
harmed evening students because of the
additional time crunch.
"It's an equity issue," he said.
"Those who are gaining the benefits are
not paying the costs. I think that's wrong."
The evening students agreed that
some amendments - like the move from
60 to 55-minute classes made the plan
more tolerable, but they opposed any
change to their schedule and instead pro
posed that only the day program move to
a shortened calendar. Dean Roger
Trangsrud said this was administratively
unfeasible because day and evening stu
dents take upper level classes together.
Professors Greg Maggs and Brad
Clark questioned the evening student po
sition, noting that students routinely re
quest one, three-hour class instead of
multiple, shorter classes per week. This
would send students home even later than
the extra ten minutes under the proposal.
Maggs suggested the problem might
be bigger. "Is the evening student sched
ule already unrealistic? Maybe we should
be looking at four and a half years. Maybe
we need something more radical?"
Faculty support for the change was
less than enthusiastic, but those who
spoke in favor of the change said it was a
worthy experiment.
"I was initially very skeptical," said
Trangsrud. "I'll admit it -1 was opposed.
But after studying this for two years, I
believe it's worth a try." He added that
Georgetown evening students face an
even tighter crunch and said he felt GW
students were no less capable.
Trangsrud said 336 2Ls and 191 3Ls
participated in the FIP last year for a to
tal of 4,279 interviews. "My guess is that
they missed some of your classes."
Professors Mary Cheh and Arthur
Wilmarth voiced strong opposition to the
plan. Cheh said most of the proposal's
features were irrelevant concessions
tossed in to a plan that had little academic

going to have a significant adverse reac
tion from evening students - you can't
look at 80 emails and come to any other
conclusion," he said. "If day students
were so supportive of the plan, why didn't
they bother to conduct another survey?"
Sparks flew when Professor Jenni
fer Lyman referred to Wilmarth, Cheh

and two other professors who circulated
an opposition memo as "the Gang of 4."
Wilmarth immediately asked the com
ment be ruled out of order, but Lyman
responded immediately.
"I don't think it's called for to make
pedagogical conclusions about clinics by
people who don't teach clinics."
Lyman countered arguments that a
compressed schedule hurt clinics by not
ing that one of the lessons of clinics is
that there is no calendar in practice. "Live
client work doesn't adhere to an academic
schedule - p eriod."
The debate also featured lighter
moments. In asking the faculty to be brief,
Dean Young cracked, "Some of us have
things to do tomorrow."
In the end, it was student-adminis
tration collaboration that seemed to per
suade the faculty to accept the proposal.
"There's not a faculty that I know
of that cares more about teaching," said
Professor Stephen Saltzburg, who took
responsibility for some of the worst ex
periments in academic history.
"This faculty is going to give a won
derful experience to our students. But
even though we are a faculty-governed in
stitution, there are times when the Dean's
office sits down with students and works
out an experiment that benefits the com
munity. Sometimes we defer."
Trangsrud said he would continue
to work with evening students to improve
their schedule. He said he would likely
add more of the intense, two-weekend
sections of classes like Negotiations that
have proven to be wildly popular.
Trangsrud met Tues. to discuss op
tions with concerned evening students
and later with the SBA.
"In 20 years of serving on commit
tees and the last 10 in the Dean's office, I
can't recall a more constructive exchange
about how we do what's best for the com
munity."

Evening Students React
Bv CRISTINA VO N SPIEGELFELD
Staff Writer
Many evening students object to the
shortened semester and voiced their com
plaints in emails urging the faculty to re
ject the plan. Despite the assurance from
SBA President Corrie Westbrook that the
change comes "with full support from lLs
and evening students," many evening stu
dents strongly opposed the proposed new
schedule. These students note that the
plan benefits mostly day students while
burdening mostly evening students.
"As a third year evening student
who was present for last year's debates
within the SBA, I am surprised that this
debate was so readily agreed to by the
SBA," Effie Aquila said. "I heard noth
ing of the debate until after the SBA sent
its memo to Dean Trangsrud, a disturb
ing occurrence in and of itself."
Westbrook and Trangsrud admit
that evening students might be adversely
affected by the new schedule. They've ad
dressed this in numerous meetings with
Tom Fredrichs, President of the Evening
Student Law Association, and Trangsrud
met with concerned evening students last
Tues. Because of the ongoing discussions,
Fredrichs was surprised that the SBA
memo mentioned evening students' sup
port. He claims the statement was not
reflective of his discussions with
Westbrook, although evening student
SBA representatives supported the
change.

Other evening students agreed, like

are already sleeping."
Charles Greene, a 2L evening stu
dent and father of three children, fears
that there will be less time to study. "The
demands of balancing family and job re
sponsibilities with class attendance leaves
little time for reading and studying dur
ing the weekend. The shortened semes
ter would eliminate at least one weekend
of study time."
Cheryll Burgess, a 2L evening stu
dent, said lengthening class time will re
sult in a less effective class. "It is difficult
to stay focused at night as it is, but if you
start to have some classes lasting until
after 10:30 at night, that just becomes ri
diculous and ineffective. It only saves a
week per semester and in my opinion is
not worth it."
It has also been suggested that con
sidering the importance placed upon the
FIP, an underlying reason for the proposal
is to improve GWU's rankings and repu
tation. According to Trangsrud, "That
is not the case; whether we make this
change or not will have no effect on our
rankings or our reputation."
Nonetheless, the focus on the FIP
is warranted, Trangsrud says, because an
increasingly large number of students are
participating. The latest data Transgrud
has suggests that this last fall 336 2Ls at
tended 3,646 interviews and 191 3L/4Ls
had 633 interviews for a total of 527 stu
dents and 4,279 interviews. The CDO
estimates that 35-40% of our upper-class
students get their jobs through the pjp

Additionally, a significant number of law
4L evening student Ken Kilgour. "I gather schools have moved to an intensive Au
from my evening friends the assumption gust FIP, including Columbia, NYU,
is that they will be in class until 10 most Michigan, Cornell, Northwestern,
nights," he said. "I don't think this is the Georgetown, Notre Dame, and Emory.
case. If I thought that evening students
Chad Priest, 3L evening, wonders
would routinely be compelled to attend if the change is necessary to enhance the
class until 10,1 would be opposed to the Fall Interview Process. "While I partici
shift."
pated in FIP and was, admittedly, very
Some students are concerned that busy during this time - it hardly makes
the extended time they have to spend in sense to modify an entire academic sched
class might take time away from their ule to support the minority of students
families. Some cited safety concerns of who actually end up securing employ
traveling so late, while others said their ment through this program...it sends a
commute would increase even more be chilling message about the priorities of
cause trains and buses run less frequently the Law School that the academic year
later in the evening. Students also pointed will be made more challenging in order
out that many students selected GW be to allow students time to secure jobs in
cause of the times and dates of classes corporate America," said Priest.
and relied on the 14-week schedule.
"When we enrolled at GWU, we
"Adding ten minutes to every fifty- knew we were entering a mature evening
minute class period and five minutes to study program that was proven to work
breaks between classes means that through decades of experience. To change
evening students will get home 25 min the program in such a drastic way is a
utes later each night. As we already have_ breach of the law school's duty to pro
very little time outside of work and class vide us with a meaningful and fulfilling
to study (let alone spend time with our education." Spencer Ririe says, 2L
families), this is a considerable hardship," evening, says.
said Dan Taylor, a 1L evening student.
Despite this opposition to the new
The approved proposal adds only five schedule, it will be impossible and imprac
minutes to each class.
tical to maintain a 14-week schedule for
"For those of us working 40+ evening students and the new shorter
hours, the additional class time each week schedule for day students, notes
would further impinge on the precious Transgrud. Because many day students
little time we have to eat, sleep, and spend and L.L.M. students also take evening
time with our families," said evening stu courses, different schedules would make
dent Sean Cavote. "The current sched coordinating classes more difficult.
ule is grueling enough."
The approved plan calls for the fac
Cathy Baraloto, a 2L evening stu ulty to revisit the issue in two years after
dent who works full time and has three the effects can be measured. In the in
small children, said that while the extra terim, Trangsrud said he will work with
time each day might not seem like much evening students to improve their situa
to a day student, every minute counts for tion.
evening students. "Those 20 extra min
He plans to offer more compressed
utes means the difference between seeing weekend classes, a summer section of
my children at night to put them to bed, property, and make other accomodations.
and not being able to do so because they
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Memorial Service
Celebrates Bartok's Life
BARTOK from page1.
said that Bartok would tape up to 10
hours of rally races every week and watch
them with his roommates.
Bartok was also a gourmet chef and
bartender. He took some cooking classes
and wanted to be a chef in a great restau
rant.
"That only lasted until he got a job
in a restaurant," Bartok's mother remem
bered with a laugh. But he never lost his
love of cooking. Friends remember how
Bartok never did anything simply. "It was
always a gourmet meal," Stone said.
Another of Bartok's close friends, 1L
Heidi Anderson, described how Bartok
made Thanksgiving dinner for students
who couldn't make it home for the holi
day.
As for Bartok's skills behind the bar,
he used to brag that he made the best
margaritas in the city. "And I can't say
he was lying," said Stone.
Bartok was also remembered for his
meticulous nature. "He was a perfection
ist," Stone said. He had a certain way he
wanted the glasses arranged, and he
would always make sure people used the
proper cutting board. While some might
have found such behavior vexing, his
roommates and friends remembered it
fondly.

was of cooking or automotive design.
Bartok earned a degree in engineering at
the California Institute of Technology
and then decided he wanted to be a patent
lawyer. He researched the best patent law
schools in the country, applied to the top
three, and was thrilled to be accepted at
GW, his mother said. "He was having
great fun there."
Bartok was also a comfort to those
around him. "He was part of the reason
I was a lot less fearful to come here," said
Toplin. Another of Bartok's roommates,
1L Jamie Konn, said that "Chris helped
greatly to lessen the solitary nature of law
school." And said Anderson, "He taught
me what it is to be proud of yourself and
of who you really are."
People were also amazed by
Bartok's openness. 1L Spencer Davis also
met Bartok at the June meet-and-greet.
They started talking and got along im
mediately. "How can a person be so
open, so soon, with someone he never
met? But that was Chris."
The memorial event took place in
the Marvin Center's Betts Theater and
was well attended by both students and
faculty. 2L Marcus Ehrlander played the
piano both before and after the service,
and Anderson played the Clair De Lune

TauberINota Bene
IL Heidi Anderson speaks at Chris's memorial service in the Betts Theater.
Bartok was also very artistic, His
mother said that he had taken several
classes at the Art Center College of De
sign in Pasadena, California. The school
is known for its classes in car design,
which Bartok was interested in. Bartok
had many interests, and he went at every
interest "full force" his mother said.
This was as true of law school as it

just before Trangsrud's closing remarks.
Just inside the entrance to the the
ater was a basket of flowers and a pair of
pink flip-flops.
"He will always be remembered, not
only for his infamous pink flip-flops and
cooking, but for who he was," Toplin
said. "Every time I saw Chris, he made
me smile."

Mystery Still Clouds
Bartok Case

Briscoe/A/ofa Bene

Chris Bartok was last seen at McFadden's at the 1L end-of-semester party.
McFadden's is located at 24th and Pennsylvania Ave.

INQUIRY from page1.
administration e-mail.
Detective down the embankment into Rock Creek.
MacWilliams said the witness heard a MacWilliams has not ruled that theory
rustling in the brush, a splash and shouts out, but has forwarded the items found
for help. She and a
to forensics to try
and determine if
friend then ran to Sequoia and asked
anyone else was at
Detective MacWilliams
someone to place a
the scene.
said the witness heard a
911 call. Detective
The area of
\LocV Cteek WVvete
MacWilliams told
r u s t l i n g in th e brush, a
the clothes were
the Nota Bene Satur
splash and shouts Jotfound is filled with
day that he is still try
sharp rocks and a
help. She and a friend
ing to ascertain ex
steep embankment.
actly whom the wit
then ran to Sequoia and MacWilliams esti
ness spoke with,
asked someone to place
mated a water tem
whether an employee
perature of 37 de
of Sequoia or water
a 911 call.
grees and suggested
front security. An asthat even a strong
sistant manager as
swimmer
would
have
been hard pressed
Sequoia said that he was unaware of the
to
reach
shore
before
going
into shock.
incident and could not comment further.
Bartok
was
last
seen
on
the night
The development led police inves
of
Dec.
18
at
around
10:30
p.m. in
tigators to recover Bartok's missing shoes
McFadden's
Bar
on
Pennsylvania
Ave.,
and pants near Rock Creek behind
several
blocks
from
where
his
clothes
were
Thompson's boathouse, MacWilliams
found.
said. Bartok's coat and cell phone remain
Bartok had initially left McFadden's
missing, although it is presumed the cell
at
around
9:30 p.m. at the request of
phone was lost in the creek.
management,
but returned later. A stu
Based on the witness's information,
dent
who
saw
Bartok
after he initially left
MacWilliams contacted the Park Police
McFadden's
reported
he was visibly in
and the area was searched. This time,
toxicated,
and
admitted
to being drunk.
Bartok's pants and shoes were located.
It
is
unclear
what
happened next;
His wallet was in the pants pocket and
Bartok
was
found
by
a
jogger
the follow
no cash or credit cards were missing.
ing
morning
in
the
Potomac
near
the Lin
Bartok's mother, Carol DiNolfo,
coln
Memorial
with
no
apparent
signs of
speculated that Bartok was feeling ill,
trauma.
went into the bushes to vomit, and slid

Beyond the Story
As I wrote this article, I found my
self learning more about a man who I
never personally got to meet. And as I
spoke with his friends, family and pro
fessors I found myself wishing that I had.
The words that are printed above can
not convey the true depth of feeling
people felt for Chris Bartok.
When I first got back from break
and spoke with my friends about Chris,
most people had a vague memory of a
guy with pink flip-flops. If my article
has had any effect, I hope that it has
helped people to see beyond the flip-flops
to the person wearing them. It made me

wish that I had gotten to know him.
At the same time, it made me want
to call up my own friends, and give them
all big hugs.
While it may seem cliche, the les
son that I took from writing this article
was to value every moment I have with
my friends, and to make an effort to get
to know them better.
We all spend a great deal of time
together, but how well do really know
each other? How many other Chris
Bartoks are there at GW? I don't know.
But I'll do my best to find out.
-Alan Tauber

Briscoe/Nofa Bene
The area of Rock Creek near Sequoia where Chris Bartok's missing clothing
was found by Park Police. Sequoia is part of the complex in the upper right
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Application Yield
Rate Jumps
BY JANE YANOVSKY

Staff Writer
With the lull in the economy over
the last few years, thousands of wouldbe wage earners have sought refuge from
joblessness within the walls of law schools
across the country. For the Law School,
this has resulted in an unprecedented
boom in applications. This year, despite
optimistic economic prognoses, GW's
applications are up yet another 20 per
cent over last year's rates. The number of
hopeful law school applicants has in
creased consistently since the 1980s.
"A number of things affected the
increase of application volumes at law
schools: in short, other alternatives did
not look as attractive to students," said
Robert Stanek, the Law School's Dean
of Admission and Financial Aid. To
many, a legal career appears particularly
attractive when contrasted with a medi
cal field increasingly dominated by
HMOs and a financial world mired in
recurring corporate scandals.
As competition for seats in the en
tering class intensifies, the number of
schools to which each student applies in
creases as well. The yield rate of students
attending versus students admitted prob
ably provides the best indicator of the
school's individual appeal. "This last year
\the yield ratel went up 4 points," said

offset the unusually high volume of stu
dents, as will the addition of the Lisner
building next year. Despite the spike in
applications this year, the Admissions
Office is not looking to expand the stu
dent body any further: "The goal right
now is to decrease the number of stu
dents," said Stanek.
In a regular year, GW's yield rate
remains pretty steady at a level compa
rable with other private urban institutions.
"We lose a lot of students to less presti
gious state schools because of tuition.,"
Stanek said. "That's pretty common for
other private schools as well."
The Admissions Office also engages
in many recruitment activities geared to
attracting admitted students to register at
GW. Chaired by Dean Roger Trangsrud,
the Recruitment Committee hosts recep
tions for admitted applicants in various
big cities around the country and stages
a Preview Weekend shortly in advance
of the April 15 deposit deadline. The SBA
Student Recruitment committee also
makes hundreds of phone calls through
out the spring semester to welcome the
new admits to the GW community. This
year, the Admissions Committee began
informing applicants of their admission
via e-mail. "We are constantly rethink
ing what we are doing to make students
feel more welcome," said Stanek.
With admissions letters going out

Stanek, noting that the increase is the larg
est he has ever seen in his 25-year career

as early as the middle of December, about
half of those admitted to GW for the

with GW's admissions office.
Stanek said the economy likely af
fected the decisions of many students.
The high number of students accepting
their offers last spring resulted in an overenrolled 1L class. The welcome addition
of the Stuart classroom building helped

2004-2005 school year should receive their
notifications within the next few weeks.
Most will likely wait until the April dead
line to submit their deposits. Whatever
the outcome, the new class will be told,
as we were, that they are smarter than
any of the rest of the classes already here.

Students Must Clear
Hurdles To Graduate
BY ALEX SAUNDERS

News Editor
Although one semester might seem
like a low hurdle for students preparing
to graduate in May, there are a number
of smaller obstacles graduating students
should be aware of if they hope to walk
across the graduation stage. Residency re
quirements, overall hourly requirements,
the writing requirement and the comple
tion of Professional Responsibility and
Ethics are all necessary before a student
can officially graduate from GW Law.
Roseanne O'Hara, Director of Stu
dent Administrative Services, says that
the most common problem that keeps stu
dents from graduating as planned is their
failure to complete the required 12 credit
hours in their final semester. This some
times occurs when students make a
"credit/no credit" election for a class in
their last semester and do not achieve the
minimum grade required to pass. If a stu
dent does not receive a grade of C- or
higher, the student does not receive credit
for the class. This could result in the stu
dent not receiving the necessary 12 credit
hours required for residency credit. "It
happens to at least one student every
year," O'Hara said.

O'Hara advises graduating 3Ls to
be careful with classes they choose to take
for "credit/no credit." If a student re
ceives a letter grade of D, this student will
receive the credit hours for the class
whereas a student taking a class "credit/
no credit" will not receive credit for a let
ter grade of D.
Graduating 3Ls are asked to fill out
a commencement application form.
O'Hara says this form serves two func
tions: It ensures that the students' infor
mation such as name and undergraduate
institution appear correctly in the com
mencement brochure, and it also ensures
that professors will be notified upon
completion of finals.
Within two weeks of the end of fi
nal exams, professors must submit grades
and administrators must calculate class
rank for honors and Order of the Coif
designations. The commencement appli
cation form "codes all students" for
graduation, and ensures that vital infor
mation appears correctly in the com
mencement materials.
Additionally, O'Hara notes that it's
especially satisfying for students to receive
their diplomas during commencement
instead of having them sent at a later date.
Although the form reads that it is due

University Erects Skating
Rink on Quad

Tauber/A/ofa Bene

Students enjoy the rink set up by the University Program Board on the quad outside
the law school.
BY ALEX SAUNDERS & JON BACKENSTOSE

News Editor & Staff Writer
Yes, that was an ice skating rink in
the quad. And yes, that was 1L Section
11 and their professors skating Friday af
ternoon, enjoying a hands-on learning
experience about torts.
The rink was set up by GW's Stu
dent Activities Center and sponsored by
several school groups including the Pro
gram Board, the Pan-Hellenic Council
and the Resident Hall Association. The
rink was open from Thurs., Jan. 15 to
Mon., Jan. 19 to all GW students for a
$2 fee, including skate rental. Saturday's

events. This group is hosting a "free
skate" between Midnight and 2 am on
Saturday, January 17.
"We really try to encourage resi
dents to come out and take part in Win
ter Welcome Week," said Monise
Stephenson, a 3L and Community Facili
tator for Thurston Hall. "It's a really great
opportunity for students to stay on cam
pus and have a lot of fun on the weekend
that's safe."
Paul Fucito, Media Relations Spe
cialist for GW Law School felt that the
event was a great opportunity for students
to unwind. "It's fun and exciting for stu
dents to relax at the beginning of the se

events also featured a DJ. The rink was
set up as part of "Winter Welcome

mester," said Fucito.

Week."
Students of all ability levels took
part in the event— some clung on to the
guardrail for dear life, while others per
formed difficult pirouettes on the ice. Sev
eral law school students came out to par
take in this unique opportunity and even
used their break between classes to hit the
ice.
"It seemed like ice skating would a
fun idea," said Samantha Siegel, Senior
Student Coordinator for the Student Ac
tivities Center. The rink is also being spon
sored by Triple Play, a university program
that promotes non-alcoholic weekend

gether students from all facets of the GW
community," said Jailan Adly, Associate
Director of Alumni Relations for the Law
School.
Tim Miller, Associate Director of
Student Activities says that if this year's
skating rink goes well, "we'll do it again,
bigger and better." He welcomes feedback
from all students and hopes that this will
come back next year. Tim Miller can be
contacted at mc427@gwu.edu.
"It's really quite slick," said Jenny
Gauthier, a 2L. Gauthier assisted in the
setting up of the rink and noted that "with
or without a Zamboni, it's pretty slick."

February 15, O'Hara notes the
University's deadline for submission of
the commencement application form was
January 5. But O'Hara says this isn't a
hard deadline. The discrepancy arises
from the fact that the University as a
whole prepares commencement for all
graduating students, while the law school
certifies that its graduates meet all law
school requirements.
Another problem that O'Hara en
counters is that sometimes students take
a class where the student can elect to write
a paper or take an exam. Sometimes, says
O'Hara, it's not evident which option the
student took. Students graduating from
GW are required to write a 30-page pa
per on a legal topic, and this paper must
be graded by a professor. Students who
serve on Journals automatically satisfy
this requirement.
Alina Morris, 3L, notes that the
writing requirement is a great opportu
nity for students to develop one of the
most important skills for all attorneys.
Morris entered her writing in ASCAP's
yearly contest and placed first.
Mandy Fick, also a graduating 3L,
said the writing requirement is a good
way to brush up on blue-booking skills.

"It's especially important because after
your first year you forget how to cite."
Some students take classes outside
of the Law School at other divisions of
GW. Three credit hours at other divisions
of GW are equivalent to only 2 credit
hours at the Law School. This is due to
the American Bar Association's require
ment that one credit hour correspond to
700 minutes in class. To avoid these prob
lems, O'Hara contacts students on a "stu
dent by student" basis if there is any
doubt that these requirements will be met.
Sometimes students are studying
away from GW and receiving credit at
another institution. In these cases it's par
ticularly important that professors at these
institutions get grades in quickly, said
O'Hara. Additionally, some students
make the mistake of dropping a class
during their last semester. This also re
sults in a failure to complete the required
12 credit hours for the semester.
Even in the off chance that a stu
dent doesn't complete one of these re
quirements, the Summer session is sched
uled so that students can still take the Bar
exam when it is administered in July.
There is a graduation ceremony at the end
of the summer to honor these students.

"This is

a great way to bring to
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Law School Hosts Human
Rights Advocate

Library Security Bubble
Will Be Burst
BY ALEX SAUNDERS

News Editor

Briscoe/Nofa

Bene

John Kamm, who is one of the world's leading experts on human rights abuses in
China, spoke at GW late last semester. Kamm discussed his experiences confronting
Chinese officials and convincing them to release information and political prisoners.

The various structural alterations to
the law school last summer won't be the
end of the changes at GW Law. The "se
curity bubble" on the second floor of the
library will be removed allowing for stu
dents to travel from Lerner Hall to Stuart
Hall on the second floor without leaving
the building. When Spring Semester ex
ams end, work will begin on the second
floor. It's expected that this will be com
pleted by the beginning of classes in the
Fall.
"I think it's a good idea," said
Gabrielle Haddad, a 1L. "I think it's an
noying when you're in Stuart and you
have to walk up a floor or go outside to
get to the other building."
Dean Tom Morrison feels that this
is a much needed improvement that
should facilitate traffic around the law
school. "It should change the flow of the
building considerably," said Morrison.
Morrison added that the Burns el
evator will also be renovated to comple
ment this new accessibility and add to
make this area of the law school more of
a "thoroughfare." Because of these
changes, students will be able to get off
the elevator at the second, third and
fourth floor. This is currently not possible
due to the security entrance points at the
law school library. The stairs in Stockton
Hall will also allow for access to the library on tbe second floor.
The computer stations on the sec

ond floor will have to be moved to ac
commodate for these changes and the
Westlaw room will also be moved. Plans
also call for a new room dedicated to
computer repair. Morrison says that stu
dents with computer problems will be able
to seek help from Computer Services at
this new location.
Some students noted that this
change is long overdue. "It's about time,"
said Troy Byers, a 3L. Sierra Murray, 1L,
wonders if this is the most effective allo
cation of funds noting that there may be
other improvements that also require at
tention.
In addition to these changes in the
library, several rooms will be fitted with
audio-video equipment. Room 306 in
Stockton, Rooms 415 and 418 in Burns
and Room 112 in the E building will all
have computer connections and overhead
projectors making them "seminar
rooms," said Morrison. Additionally,
Rooms 101 and 105 in the Clinics build
ing will be renovated to feature these au
dio-video tools.
In regards to the outside of the
school, Morrison says that there are a few
things to conclude for the "streetscape"
portion of the renovations. A few minor
details like the lights on 20th Street are
still being ironed out. Morrison says that
when the weather warms up, it is expected
that the streetscape plan will be extended
to cover the G Street side of the school.
TVris e xtended streetscape plan wd\ \mprove tYve appearar\ce o\rxs\be \\ve rvevM

Stuart portion of the law school.

The Moot Court Board Invites You To:
2003-2004 VAN VLECK CONSTITUTIONAL LAW MOOT
COURT COMPETITION FINALS
Thursday, February 5, 2004
4 p.m.
Marvin Center Betts Theatre
Reception to Follow
Competitors:
Effie Aquila and Michael Patrick
v.
Stephanie Roy and Rupali Patel

Presiding Judges:
Judge Frank Easterbrook
Judge Colleen McMahon
Judge Steven Glickman

Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
Southern District of New York
D.C. Court of Appeals
Debating the Issues of Abortion and the Death Penalty

f'age 8
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Crusted Hotdogs,
Marathons, and More

w

ell, it is finally here: my get myself into this kind of trouble
last semester of school. everytime I make a bet? The first time I
Ever.
ran a marathon was due to a bet. Maybe
Wow. I can't believe it.
I have a gambling prob
But you know what?
lem. Or maybe I have an
I'm ready for it. The
abnormal desire for
ambiguous "it"? I'm
pain. Oh well. I'll keep
ready to be done with
you posted on my
school.
progress.
I think I speak for
And about these
most 3Ls when I say,
book debates: are my
ERIK BAPTIST
I'm so over this "learn
friends and I the only
ing" thing. But I'm not
ones who have reached
ready for this "workconclusions about the
ing" thing. And I'm
various law school book
definitely not ready this "Bar Exam" publishers? I can't count the times I have
thing either.
heard someone say, "Man, I really, really
I know that a year from now I will hate that Aspen Series casebook!" Or,
probably be yearning for the "fun" days "You can't pay enough for a University
of law school, but right now I'm ready to Casebook Series book!" Let's talk about
move on to bigger and better things. And that Aspen Series.
what exactly would that be? Studying and
Those damn red books are too short
failing the Bar Exam, followed by work and fat. Most importantly, I have a rule
ing 80-hour weeks as a first-year associ of thumb: When I see a red casebook, I
ate. Hmmmm... .Maybe this law school know I'm not going to do well in that
thing isn't such a bad
class. Maybe it's the
gigbook; maybe it's the
What was I
Looking at my
reader. Either way, I'm
years here at GW, I have
not a fan. At least those
thinking? And why
been pretty lucky.
blue casebooks are
do I s eem to get
"How?" you ask. Well,
good!
after writing my article
Finally, here is
myself into this kind
entitled "The Tao of the
my "Top 10 List of
of trouble everytime
Cart Lady," the Lady
Things that You Will
I m ake a bet?
of tfie Cart has been
NEVER Hear Around
very "friendly" to me.
this Law School" (and
remember, parody is
Apparently, someone
informed her about my article and told the ultimate form of flattery):
her it was a very positive portrayal of her
(which it was, of course). Now everytime
Top 10 Things that You Will
I go to her, she'll offer me something free. NEVER Hear Around this Law School:
One day it'll be a banana; another day a
pack of gum.
10.
Professor Peter RavenI think my all-time favorite compli Hansen: "John Ashcroft should be
mentary Cart Lady delicacy came when known as the single greatest
I ordered a pretzel from her. She asked if guardian of civil liberties of our time."
I wanted a hot dog as well. I tried to
decline because I wasn't really that hun
9. Professor Gregory Maggs: "I'm
gry, but she insisted, so I finally capitu sorry, I don't know the answer to your
question."
lated.
But when she finally gave me the
hot dog, she gave me just that - only the
8. The Cart Lady: "Sir, would like
dog. She didn't give me a bun! The bun some mustard with your hot dog?"
is the most essential component of her
hot dog because it covers the crusted,
7. Professor Roger Schechter: "I
blackened part of the hot dog. Anyhow, think I'm going to move to Mississippi.
I graciouisly accepted her hot dog, which But I really want to live in Alabama."
she placed on my pretzel. Even more as
tounding, fellow Nota Bene editor Chris
6. Professor Paul Butler: "You're
McClintock wholeheartedly agreed to eat speaking too loudly."
that bunless hotdog.
5. Professor John Banzhaf: "Well,
But that's not the most pathetic
thing. Being a 3L involves wasting your I think I've sued just about everybody in
Maybe
I
time to the extent where you find your this world.
self arguing with fellow classmates from should retire. No, wait. The homeless. I
your first-year section about the color and should sue them. Those bastards!"
make of your Criminal Law book. And
4. Me: "Hey, look, my GPA has
I'm not joking. Seriously, I had this con
versation with a friend, Mulva, the other improved this semester!"
day. She thought our book was burgundy,
3. The CDO: "Your clerkship let
but I knew it was definitely navy blue.
Mulva was so convinced she was ters have been found/sent."
right that she willing to make a bet with
2. John Lim: "Let's be honest me: She would agree to run a marathon
with me this year if I were right, and, if I LEXIS is far superior to Westlaw."
were wrong, I would buy her a drink at a
1. The Administration: "We have
bar the next time we were out. It sounded
like a fair deal to me. In the end, I was a proposal that everyone will like."
right - of course.
Remember, parody = flattery.
Interestingly enough, Mulva is now
taking me up on my bet, so I actually have
Erik Baptist isthe Nota Bene's Features
to run a damn marathon this May. What
was 1 thinking? And why do I seem to Editor. Reach him at ebaptist@law.gwu.edu

THREE (HEL)L

New Semester
Resolutions

W

ell, a new semester is they'll remember the resolution when the
under way, and before hangover wears off.
class work reaches full
The fourth New Semester Resolu
steam, I've decided to reflect on some tion is one I'd like to suggest to people in
New Semester resolu
many of my classes over
tions. The reason I call
these past couple of years.
them New Semester Class participation is a
and not New Year reso
great thing, but to those
lutions - is that, for stu
certain people I have seen,
dents like us, the New
I say please make the New
Year does not seem like
Semester Resolution to
a new beginning at all.
quit treating the other stu
Rather, it's merely the
dents and the professor
halfway point in our
like you're smarter than
school year and a quick
all
of them combined, be
CHRIS MCCLINTOCK
breather before we have
cause, seriously, I don't
to deal with five new
know how long it's going
professors who think
to be before I or some
theirs is the only class we're taking.
other student snaps and goes medieval on
Many of us, however, do tend to you.
make New Semester resolutions; the most
To express this Resolution in simple
popular of which seem to be: "I'm going mathematics, You = Student Lord of
to start working on my outline the first the Universe. You + Continued Arro
weekend, and every week build on that gance = The Imminent Beat-Down.
outline so I don't have to rush to do it
And now, a set of New Semester
later," and "I'm going to keep up on my Resolutions to the faculty of our wonder
reading for all
ful school: 1. No
my
classes."
^• more than ten
Hey, resolutions
pages of reading
Class participation is a great
are made to be
per class. 2. Pa
thing, but to those certain
broken, right?
pers requiring no
In light of
people I h ave seen, I sa y
actual research. 3.
the proliferation
Free snacks dur
please make the New
of New Semester
ing class.
4.
Semester Resolution to quit
Resolutions we
Couches in all
make in the first
classrooms. 5. All
treating the other students
couple of weeks
lessons/lectures
and the professor like you're
of the semester,
based on episodes
I'd like to exam
smarter than all of them
of The Sopranos.
ine a few such
combined, because, seriously, I don't think I'm
resolutions that
asking too much.
I do n't know how long it's
we do or should
You have two
make to our
weeks to comply.
going to be before I or some
selves.
Lastly,
I
other student snaps and goes
The first of
have some New
these resolutions
medieval on you.
Semester Resoluis to begin work
tions for the
ing on the paper
undergrads on H
for a paper class before the exam period Street. Yes, I know they don't read this
starts. I know that writing papers doesn't paper, but that makes it all the more fun
really constitute work to many of us. The to pick on them. To them I say, resolve
most common remarks I've heard people to recognize that a 1 'A-ton machine driv
make about their papers is "It's probably ing at you can kill you, and react appro
the worst paper I've ever written," "I did priately. Never exclaim "Oh-ma-gaad!!"
all my research on the Internet," and again. Stop screaming when you see a
"Wait, the paper is due today on the last friend you haven't seen since yesterday.
day of class and not in two weeks at the Tuck your flesh back into your pajamas,
end of the exam period?"
go home, and put some clothes on. Get
The next New Semester Resolution together and teach undergrad guys not
is a suggestion for a few 2L and 3L friends to be so obvious when ogling undergrad
of mine, and you know who you are: stop girls. Wait, no - that's funny. Let them
going to bar reviews with the sole intent keep doing that.
of finding a "cute 1L" and hooking up
Please don't get me wrong and think
with him or her. That's terrible - people I'm not practicing what I preach -1 have
have feelings and you're using them like New Semester Resolutions for myself,
too. I resolve to replace my complaining
a piece of meat.
Then again, a lot of people in my with griping, switch from beer to liquor
first y ear section wanted to be used like a for the sake of my figure, and stop using
piece of meat from time to time, so maybe swear words in my class notes.
it makes sense. Now that I think about
With resolutions like these, we can
it, those are the same people who now all hope to better ourselves. More impor
go looking for lLs to randomly hook up tantly, some will make the world a nicer
place for me to live. Self-improvement is
with...
The third New Semester Resolution a good thing, and a new semester is a
is to quit drinking so much, because good time to practice it. I sincerely wish
you're getting close to being a real adult you all the utmost success in whatever
and should probably start behaving like New Semester Resolutions you've made.
it. Of course, those that make this reso Good luck!
lution often do so right when they wake
up next to that law student they went
Chris McClintock is the Nota Bene's
gunning for at Bar Review. They just Opinions editor.
Reach him at
might be onto something - hopefully cmcclintock@law.gwu.edu
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A Few Favorites
From 2003
love saga behind The Meadowlands makes
the album's accomplishment even more
stunning.
as 2003 was an aboveIn 1996, exuberant Secaucus gave the
average year in the mu Wrens some minor buzz, and a cult of
sical world? I'm not admirers anticipated their next effort. But
sure. Frankly, I'm probably a bit jaded, even their most devoted fans did not ex
with good bands breaking up, the file- pect a seven years for a proper follow-up.
sharing lawsuits, and the deaths of a pio With regular careers and families, and the
neer like Johnny Cash, and his Ameri band's four members now in their late
cana heir apparent, Elliott Smith, at age thirties, a distinctly different record from
35. But I try to remember the good times, Secaucus was sure to result.
the unexpected excellent albums and the
The Wrens forged ahead, but the
possible rebirth of listenable popular process was painstaking and intimate; as
music. And I can't forget the South Park the liner notes attest, the albums was "re
episode where Cartman forms a Chris corded/mixed January 1999-January
tian band, only to release a "double- 2003 in our living room."
myrrh" album. Now that was monumen
Thankfully, the finished product is
tal.
an album that is both cutting-edge and
As I said, I'm keeping my fingers extremely mature. Introspective songs
crossed that 2003 will be the year that like "This Boy is Exhausted" poetically
turned the tide from the terrible popular reflect the band's struggle with their own
music of the last decade. I can't fully ex identity and the self-induced pressures of
plain why I couldn't
perfectionism:
handle label-created
^•••
"Eight
years
boy bands and girl
long
/
a
single
Vm keeping my fingers
groups, but have no
song / come to
crossed that 2003 will be
problem seeing Jus
this / triple
tin Timberlake and
guessing
/
the year that turned the tide
Beyonce top the
double down / a
from the terrible popular
singles charts.
v.p.'s faith is one
music of the last decade. I
Maybe
I
single long."
would have felt this
Others like "Excan't fully explain why I
way about anyone
girl collection"
couldn't handle labelthat wasn't Britney
and "13 Months
or Christina, but I re
in 6 Minutes"
created boy bands and girl
ally think it was a
question deci
groups, but have no
comparatively good
sions
made
problem seeing Justin
along the way
year for pop music.
and pine for
C o 1d p 1a y ' s
Timberlake and Beyonce
more carefree
"Clocks," for ex
top the singles charts.
days.
ample, took me by
surprise. I sold my
^™
The struc
copy of Parachutes a
ture of songs on
few years back, thinking their tear-jerk- The Meadowlands also reflects an experi
ing, gray-day whimpers were better suited enced approach to composition, one that
for a semester in London than main gives their audience a good deal of credit.
Instead of the tired verse-chorus-verse for
stream stateside play.
But if you can get your hands on mat, where a listener can get the gist of a
Royksopp's haunting remix of "Clocks," song in under a minute, the Wrens' simple
you'll see how wrong I was. I think lines grow and expand, adding harmo
Beyonce's catchy "Crazy in Love" further nies and counter-melodies, unfolding like
illustrates that even the reclusive ghost a short story working toward an eventual
writers of today's radio-friendly hits are climax. "She Sends Kisses," for example,
finally willing to tinker with the pop-song is a poignant six-minute ballad, and might
be dotting the airwaves if it weren't for
formula.
But the finest musical stimulant of its glorious chorus being hidden away
2003 was Outkast's "Hey Ya!," a pinnacle until three minutes in. No commercial
of pop perfection that I contend is the best radio station will devote a song that kind
single of the millennium thus far. This of time, and the Wrens know it. They
little ditty has the power to bring grins to just happen to be writing for themselves.
even the most sullen faces and the video I just hope they don't mind that The Mead
deserves every bit of its over-play on owlands is my album of the year, hands
down.
MTV.
In effect, The Meadowlands serves
"Hey Ya!" and other cuts like the
notice
to the Strokes and Stripes of the
Motown-infused "The Way You Move"
world
that
unless they grow personally
confirm that with Speakerboxx/ The Love
Below, Outkast has earned its place next and musically, they or their fans (most
to Michael Jackson and Brian Wilson in likely both) wijl grow tired of their sound
the pop stratosphere; now one can only before they know it, and then, of course
hope that this canonization does not have the gig is up. Maybe it isn't best to try to
the same effect on Andre 3000 and Big squeeze all five of that ridiculous five-al
Boi as it had on their distinguished pop- bum deal into the first few years, guys.
Instead, The Meadowlands asks, why not
star brethren.
Other personal favorites from 2003, try to make one really good record? And
including records by the Decemberists then try to follow it up with an even bet
and Broken Social Scene, deserve men ter one?
Like three-quarters of all questions
tion here, but I'd especially like to high
light one album of this past year that can in life, the answers to these are time and
only fall into the category of "master money. And as the Wrens can verify, it's
also not always fun or easy. But I enjoy
piece,"
The Wrens: The Meadowlands
knowing that given the choice between
Much like last year's critical darling, being a rockstar or a stellar songwriter,
Wilco's Yankee Hotel Foxtrot, the labor-of- someone finally chose the latter.
BY PETER BKOMAGHIM

Random Thoughts For
The New Sports Year

Music Critic

W

fter spending the past few
weeks ruminating on the
meaning of sports in my
life—and trust me, this takes a lot longer
than a few weeks—I am bursting with
ideas. Here are a few.
I think it was sometime after watch
ing the 247th bowl game of the college
football season that I decided that college
football has some serious problems. I'll
make this quick: the BCS has to go. Play
ing the BCS championship game after the
four original BCS games, as some sug
gest, does not address the BCS conun
drum because that scenario still leaves
open the possibility that after the four
BCS games there would be three teams
who "deserve" to play in the final game.
There is one solution, which, after years
of resisting, I have finally come to accept:
a playoff.
The people of the state of Nebraska
and Nebraska athletic director Steve
Pederson need to get over themselves.
Their ex-football coach, Frank Solich,
was 58-19 in six seasons, including 9-3
this past season, and they gave him the
boot. The expectations are ridiculous.
There is no way, in the era of limited

Forward Mark Madsen to Dr. J.
Austin Croshere (slow, white for
ward) of the Indiana Pacers is suddenly
a bigger part of the team now that Isiah
Thomas (black) is out as the coach, Rick
Carlisle (white) is in as the coach, and
Larry Bird (slow, white forward) is in as
the GM. Hmmm ... just "different
styles," I guess.
Here is a fun game to play with your
friends when conversation dies down:
name the best U.S.-born white player in
the NBA (and no, Jason Kid doesn't
count). I always get a laugh out of this
one. My favorite pick is Madsen, only
because he epitomizes the slowness and
whiteness of every other white player in
the U.S. Sacramento Kings center Brad
Miller is the only U.S.-born white player
in the top 50 in scoring (he is 50th, of
course), and he is sixth in rebounding and
27th in assists. The only other U.S.-born
white guys in the top 50 in rebounding
are Greg Ostertag and Mike Dunleavy.
There are a few others who are good
passers, like Jason Williams and Brent
Barry, but I have to make Miller my top
choice. I wish I could take Steve Nash
because he played college ball at Santa
Clara, but he is a Canadian who was born
in South Africa.
I watched a little bit of Keith

scholarships due to Title IX and increased

Olbermaim's show on MSNBC the other

BY RODNEY ZWAHLE N

Sports Columnist

A

competition at the top levels due to bet
ter football programs across the board,
that Nebraska or any school can expect
to compete for a national championship
year in and year out. The days of the to
tally dominant programs, such as Army
in the 1940s and Nebraska, Alabama and
Oklahoma in the 1960s and 1970s, are
over.
If I hear one more commentator
compare a current white basketball player
to a past white basketball player, I am
going to go to the store, buy a pair of
Converse Chuck Taylor's and burn them
not only in protest, but in memorial of
every slow, white basketball player who
ever laced them up. In the past few days,
I have heard commentators compare
Syracuse guard Gerry McNamara to
former NBA player Scott Skiles and com
pare Cavs and ex-UCLA forward Jason
Kapono to ex-UCLA forward Don
McLean. Sure, they are all white, but their
games are not similar enough to invite a
comparison on national television. I am
waiting not-so-patiently for the day when

night, and while it was slick and witty, 1
could not help but wish for the days when
he teamed with Dan Patrick to form the
greatest SportsCenter duo of all t ime.
Is anyone else more excited about
soccer phenom Freddy Adu then they
were about Tiger Woods or LeBron
James? Adu has captivated my attention
so much that I recently purchased my
first-ever season ticket package in any
sport—for D.C. United, the MLS team
on which Adu will play beginning this
year. One of my favorite pastimes is to
scour the Internet for highlight clips of
Adu; I have only found a few, but they
are gems. His ability to change speeds and
accelerate reminds me of Kansas City
Chiefs punt returner Dante Hall, and his
ball skills are unlike anything we have
seen on U.S. soil. The kid is 14 years old,
and he has already dominated play
against international competition at the
under-20 level. The next step is the under-23 team for the Olympics, and then
the full national squad, which Adu could
join within the next two years.

Interested in Writing for the next edition of the
Nota Bene.7
The Nota Bene is looking for submissionsf
including news articles, op-ed pieces and letters
to the editor.
No Experience Necessary; lLs Welcome
If interested, send an e-mail to
notabene@law.gwu.edu
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It's In His Kiss

J

to kiss me. Nothing. Then I kissed him relationship is over before it begins. Kiss you're drunk. [And by drunk I mean
just to make sure. Yeah, still nothing. ing is one of those things we are all as wasted. Sometimes a rum and coke or
sumed to have learned when we were two can help reduce your inhibitions
Such is life.
Unfortunately, kissing is gener young. It was probably okay to be lousy enough to make it to that first kiss.] If I
ally fraught with even greater risks. Pic at it in high school or perhaps even col convey nothing else to you, let me make
ture it: there's this guy (or hot chick) lege, because it was probably also okay this clear: kissing is an art. Like all other
you've been flirting with for weeks. then to give your partner little "tips" to art forms, it takes talent and skill. To be
perfect his or her style. good at it, you're going to need most, if
You're definitely at
Those tips, probably not not all, of your faculties. Third: practice
tracted to him/her
well received back then, makes perfect. I'm not condoning (or
and, frankly, you've
are likely down right in condemning for that matter) random kiss
wanted to kiss said
sulting now.. .especially ing to better your skills. If you're uncom
person pretty much
if y ou were to say try to fortable with your talent level ask your
since about five min
give them to someone partner for a critique. By the bye, if he or
utes after you started
who fancied him or her she's with you, chances are you don't suck
talking to him/her a
(ha ha).
few weeks ago. So
self quite skilled.
As we get older, in our rush to
Now, don't get
you take a deep
the
finish
line, we forget to enjoy the thrill
me wrong, I can appre
breath, and give
SARAH HENSLEY
of
the
race.
We speed through law school,
ciate
that
people
have
him/her one of
cramming
for
exams (who cares about
different
styles.
Ac
those looks. And
actually
learning
the material—we just
cordingly,
they
appreci
suddenly you're un
need
to
know
it
well
enough to outsmart
ate
different
styles
in
other
people.
For
der attack. You desperately snort air
the
curve),
rushing
to
find jobs and for
example,
a
long,
long
time
ago
my
friend
through your nose as what feels like a
getting
to
appreciate
the
development of
and
I
kissed
the
same
boy...not
at
the
suction cup is attached to your face.
the
law
and
the
work
our
professors put
same
time
mind
you,
but
during
the
same
There's too much teeth, too much tongue
in
to
get
us
to
get
it.
Or
in
our silly little
year.
I
thought
he
was
fantastic.
She
(can you say throat exam?), too much
interactions
(or
serious
relationships),
in
thought
terrible.
I
may
have
been
deluded
slobber, and did I mention the pressure?
our
rush
to
"go
all
the
way,"
we
tend
to
by
other
feelings
of
intense
affection
and
When you finally escape the situation
(discreetly wiping the drool from your she of intense hatred, but you get my forget how great it can be to just "make
chin with the back of your hand) I can point. Additionally, some types of kiss out." So take this column as a little re
pretty much guarantee the attraction ing may be appropriate at certain mo minder to stop and smell the roses. Be
(which was so much more entertaining ments and others at others. You can't be cause, after coming back to LRW briefs
to think about during Con Law II than afraid to vary it up. This does not mean and journal notes, classes, internships, job
substantive economic due process) is sucking face at the Marvin Center. Ever. searches, competitions and the general
So how can you save yourself from craziness that defines the law school
gone.
My point? Kissing is quintessen earning a rep as the worst kisser at the spring semester after only two weeks of
tial to any relationship. Unlike other law school? Well, first, don't kiss anyone respite, someone's got to remind you
sexual difficulties which may or may not at the law school. This generally means that's okay to take some time to indulge
a Y>ad tturvg, Oao\igJ\ \ must admit, for a\\ be worked on depending on the trust and
avoiding bar review and any other places yourself once in awhile, even if it's only
his wonderfulness I really wasn't liking willingness of the partners, if you can't where liquor and law students converge. to read a fluffy little column.
him back. Nevertheless, I allowed him connect when you kiss, mas o menos, the Second: don't kiss anyone (new) when

ane Goodall and other anthro
pologists/scientists of her ilk
would have us all believe that
the key evolutionary distinction between
us and the monkeys (for those of us who
buy that Darwin stuff anyway) is the op
posable thumb. Tom Robbins thought so
much of this idea that he wrote a whole
obsessive novel about thumbs and their
influence over one confused, rather weak
minded and malleable female (Even Cow
girls Get the Blues). Yet even Mr. Robbins,
in a moment of profound authorial in
sight, acknowledged that there is one
other physicality unique to human beings
which separate us from the lower pri
mates. That little bit of evolutionary ge
nius, my friends, is the kiss.
Kissing, though arguably the
most universal sign of affection, can con
vey a wide variety of feelings. It can be
dismissive (think blue-blood-sorority-sisair-kiss-kiss-darling); comforting (like the
patented forehead kiss); patronizing
(again, like the patented forehead kiss),
and, perhaps most importantly, it can be
the moment you first come to that stom
ach dropping, heart racing, breath stop
ping, wow I really like him or her real
ization.
Kissing serves as an excellent litmus
test for a potential relationship. For in
stance, I did something novel for a dat
ing columnist recently and went on a
pseudo-date with a perfectly wonderful
guy. And by wonderful I mean brilliant,
handsome, sweet (and he likes me). For
me to like said guy would not have been

Sexless In The City

Life In The Lawyer's Playground

W

hen I tell people that I'm
in law school, it elicits
one of two responses:
1) "Really... why would you want
to go and do a dumb thing like that?"
2) "Really... do you know anything
about car accident law?"
To answer the 2nd question, I say,
just because I'm in law school doesn't
mean I someday hope to have my very
own television commercial begging folks
to call my 1-800 number if they've got a
dented bumper, a desire for a backrub,
and some ass-backwards story. And an
other thing, why is it that all those com
mercials have that same cheesy, law li
brary bookshelf backdrop and some poor
quality, gavel-like logo just before they
give us the memorable number: 1-800CAR-LAWR or 1-800-HURT-HUH or 1888-F-THEM-UP.
Anyways... what I was really curi
ous about is the first response. Just why
do so many folks hate lawyers?
"First thing we do - we kill all the
lawyers!" - William Shakespeare
"Law is a ass." - Charles Dickens
I'll admit, I'm new to the law game.
I've never worked in a law firm, never set
foot in a courtroom, and the only lawyer
I knew really well was my soccer coach
when I was 10 who was the father of an
other teammate. Our team and his coach
ing were, very simply, terrible. By the way,
that lawyer-coach-dad guy, well, I blame
him not starting me that season. That's
the reason we finished 2-6. I knew the
jerk of a lawyer didn't like me, anyways.
So, back to the question: why do
folks hate lawyers?
We've all heard lawyer jokes.

'Yeah Uncle Mike,
500 lawyers on the
ERIC
bottom of the
ocean is a good
start.
Did you
come up with that one on your own?'
'Oh, not enough cement joke, huh? Up
to his neck... Another classic one...'
For some reason, our society has
even built acceptable levels of violence
aimed at lawyers - all-be-it underlined in
humor or late-night monologues. I mean,
Jokedictionary.com has an entire section
dedicated to 'HateLawyers' jokes.

crease. We build
safer cars, but
KOESTER
cases involving
suits for bodily
injuries continue
to steadily rise.
Hell, you can't even pull the label off your
mattress without the possibility of spend
ing some sleepless nights in the 'Pen' with
a not-so-ffiendly bunkmate.

Badgering the Witness

- Why have scientists begun to use
lawyers instead of lab rats for research?
- First, they are more plentiful than
rats, second, they are easier to train, and
third, the researchers don't get as attached
to them. One problem, though, is that
no one has been able to extrapolate the
test results to human beings.
In 2002, Catherine Crier, host of
'Crier Live' on Court TV, released the
book "The Case Against Lawyers." Sur
prisingly, Crier's book didn't tout the pro
fession for its pro bono efforts. Her case
is, simply, greedy lawyers have created
countless unnecessary laws and rules that
have replaced common sense. And we
should kill them all. (She didn't really
say the 'kill them all' part, but her mes
sage sounds meaner with that.)
Maybe she's right? Lawyers are
adding all these ridiculous rules. We add
more rules to our educational system and
children's test scores continue to go down
and discipline cases continue to rise. We
make more traffic laws and accidents in-

Did you hear that the Post Office
had to recall its series of stamps depict
ing famous lawyers? People were con
fused about which side to spit on.
So maybe Crier is right? Are law
yers the reason you can't make a left-hand
turn on red or can't run at the swimming
pool or may go blind if... no that's some
thing else. We are that annoying profes
sion that is all about 'The Rules.' No
body likes rules anyways and we go out
and flaunt the fact that we got a degree
in them. That'll build us a fan club really
quickly.
Geez, I never realized it, but I hated
the 'lawyerly' kids when I was in grade
school. Those were the kids always tell
ing on us if we had our shirt untucked or
if we spelled dirty words while playing
Scrabble at recess or if we took bets to
see if Tony could drink his entire milk
carton through his nose. (For those of
you that are interested, he only got half
way through and started dry heaving - I
too was disappointed) On the play
ground, we as lawyers are the equivalent
of the bathroom monitor, the tattle-tale,
the kid with the gym class note, and the
teacher's pet. If I was a school-yard bully,
I'd give myself a wedgie.

- How do you stop a lawyer from
drowning?
- Shoot him before he hits the wa
ter.
"Now what do lawyers do to arouse
such anifhosity?" asked Wentworth
Sutton of the Mitchell Hepburn Colle
giate Institute in a 2001 article aptly en
titled "Why We Hate Lawyers?" His re
sponse, "Chiefly, the problem is that
they're smart. The existence of a group
of people who make good money from
living by their wits rather than by doing
what they're told to do makes most of us
feel inadequate, so we hate them."
Great -so now I'm the smart, tattletale, bathroom monitor from 2nd grade and we don't allow cuts in line, mister. It
isn't a wonder that I don't have the waist
band on my briefs pulled up over my head
and my wet hair swirled into a point. I'm
starting to hate myself.
So it comes down to this: Lawyers
are seen as intelligent folks who make lots
of rules and drive a Volvo because of it.
Sure, I might feel an urge to fire a spitball
at myself every once in a while for being
the teacher's pet, but maybe that's not all
that bad?
What it all comes down to is this:
Can I dea l with not being liked? Can I
deal with sixty years of dead lawyer jokes?
My mother used to'tell me, "The
other kids only pick on your because they
like you." I'm sure that's what all the
dorky, four-eyed, hall-monitor kid's par
ents say. But maybe that's just the truth
about lawyers. Everyone picks on us be
cause they like us so much.
All these years... and it still sucks
to be the hall-monitor. Swirlies here we
come!
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Law Student Shows
Courage, Wins NBC's
"Fear Factor"
NBC

HOME SCHEDULE

MSNBC CNBC

T

Things To Do When It's Cold

A

E

TELEMUN&T . L ocal Stabs

s of this writing, we're ex
penencing the coldest win
ter m five years. If you feel
like doing something indoors for a while,
and you ve tapped out all of the current
movies, below are some free, metro-accessible alternatives to hibernating in your
,.T .
f^atl°

Kmtina Ju«timano

11,17,03 (406)

Dwayne Thompson

11,10,03 (404)
Photo courtesy NBC.com

Kristina Justiano proved that fear was not a factor for her and won $50,000 on a
NBC reality show.

T

Staff Writer

hink you're tough? Think
you're death-defying be
cause you eat Cart-Lady
Hot dogs three times a week? Think
you're fearless because you'll show up at
class without having read? Well like the
video said "You ain't bad, you ain't
nothin'!"
Meet Kristina Justiniano whose
willingness to perform high-risk stunts
placed her on NBC's Nationally Syndi

Dc

or

walkjng distance of the Pent
metro sf()p Qn the Blue/Yellow lines:
p

on City Fashion Centre> Pentagon

Rqw and Pentagon Center

BY ELIZABETH AUSTERN

.

WashlUgtOtl NtttlVe

rectly irom the
metro;bothPenta-

on Row and Pen.

tagon

Center are

Ju

Slade /Trash Bradbury
I.05,04 (421)
Daren Ferrfen
12,08.03 (419)
David Spice
12.01,03 (420)
Tess and Morgan
II,24.03 (410)

By Frank Lattuca

,ower tax ratg {han
Maryland! There are 3 malls

tha{ yirginia has a

The Fashion Centre is a traditional
mall, with a comprehensive list of stores.
It>s accessible d'-

,

The best thina
the best thing
about the gallery, besides the fact that it's

Pentagon City Mall

Fed I]ke shoppmg? Keep in mmd

That is if lucky means getting to
shove your face into three bowls filled
with fish parts, cow tongues and worms.
"They put three locks chained to a belt
around me, and at the bottom of the
bowls were the combinations to the locks.
I couldn't use my hands to get them." The
person who took the longest time to com
plete the task, would be eliminated. Even
though she didn't have to eat anything,
she did have to go first. "They wouldn't
let me wash the stuff off of my face for
the rest of the stunt, so it was drying on

leeo c arge an
within a block, but the stores are accesof art, is that the buildings are connected sib,e
a combmadon of mdoor and out.
underground, you don t have to walk do(jr ^
R)r its main draws, Penta.
outside in the freezing cold to explore the
Center has a Costco Best B
a Lin.
whole museum. Also, the Sculpture Gar,
~ „
D
,
,
, .
ens n Things, and Borders Books. For a
den next door has an ice skating rink at- ,.
. „ .
, .,
r
n
, , ,,
,
™ f • fist
of stores at Pentagon Row and the
tached (skate rental: $2.50, admission, „ , .
„ .
,
**~.
//
Fashion Centre, go to uhttp://
$6), so you can c o m b i n e o u t s i d e f u n w i t h
. .
. . .
.
www.arlingtonvxrginia.com/
cultural exploration. Try
not
to
run
into
.
.
.
°
J.
...
,
,
,
shopping.html. There are other malls
anyone while you
re staring
.. , .
,
,
J
6 at the sculpF
linked to the site that are also metro-actures!
..,
cessible
By the way - there are many en
trances, and several have coat checks, but
„
.
..
,
'
Ice Skating on the Canal
if you use them you will (obviously) have
Well, it s not indoors, but it s free,
to re t u r n t o w h e r e y o u c a m e i n t o r e t r i e v e
. . . ,
.
,
, , ,
When there s 4 inches or more or ice on
your coat. You may be searched when you
,
,
. _ , „
,. .
• t ,
•.
.,
the canal, the National Park Service
walk in -security has been tightened here
,
,
. .
-, r
opens the canal to ice skating. Its free,
c
in the past few years.
. ...
,
. ,
d,,
,
but it s unsupervised and at your own risk,
r A
The National Gallery of Art is close
,
, .
, ., . ,
,
,
and ice skating is prohibited unless the
(within 3 blocks) to both the Smithsonian „ , „
,
:. . T
.
_
Park Service makes an announcement to
(Blue/Orange line), Judiciary Square .
. x
,.
the contrary. There s a hotline you can
JA
(Red line), and Archives (Green/Yellow
„^
,
..
, ,
.. .
,
,.
.
call to see if th e canal is open and where
lines) stations, http://www.nga.gov/
.,
...
b
°
it s easily accessible: (301) 767-3707.

my face and in my hair."

cated Reality Show Fear Factor. Admit
With fish parts and worms caking
tedly an Extreme Sports fan, and a natu on her face, Justiniano helped her chances
ral risk-taker, Justiniano has been a fan of surviving the round by calling out fake
of the show for a while. "I've always combination numbers while a rival com
watched it and thought it would be a good petitor struggled with the lock. "You
idea to do." While in
could tell [the other con
her senior year at col
testant] was having
lege in Minnesota,
trouble,
and I had come
'Most of the money
Justiniano was one of
this far already— I
is going to pay for
27,000 people to audi
wanted to win," said
school"
tion at the Mall of
Justiniano.
America in Minneapo^"
The third and final
lis to be on the show,
round of competition in
and one of only 100 who passed those volved driving a car under a moving
auditions.
Semi-truck. Contestants would drive
In order to appear on the show, alongside the truck, pass under it, and
Justiniano had to sign a 68-page contract come out the other side before going back
with NBC that included a confidential around to do it again. Whoever dared to
ity agreement about the results on the do it the most times would win, and win
show, a non-compete clause, and— just she did. For $50,000 Justiniano would
to give an idea of the risk involved -18 dare to duck under a Semi-truck eight
pages dedicated solely to liability for her times; twice more than the stunt driver
possible death. Clearly not for the weak for the show was willing to try his luck.
So what does a girl with $50,000 in
at heart.
The episode, shot in June and aired prize money do with it? Actually, even
in November, featured several contestants though she's a risk taker when it comes
who tried to outdo each other in impos to her physical well-being, Justiniano is
sible and scary stunts. Those who did surprisingly frugal with her money. "I
well moved on in the competition; those did just a little shopping and took my sis
who failed were sent home. Justiniano's ter to a spa. I bought an Armani suit,
first task was something reminiscent of which normajly I wouldn't have done.
stunts in James Bond movies. Riding on Most of the money is going to pay for
the back of a truck, Justiniano had to school."
In past seasons, NBC has had the
reach out and grab a rope-ladder dangling
from a flying helicopter, and climb up it. winners come back to do the grand cham
pionship show, but the network is not cer
Not for the weak at heart, to be sure.
This type of endeavor was not tain that this will be done this season. If
Justiniano's primary concern. Regular NBC does a grand championship,
watchers of the show know that the sec Justiniano will likely compete, even if for
ond stunt generally concerns eating some no other reason than as a reprieve from
thing that can usually be described as the rigorous law school schedule.
So which is harder? Fear Factor or
abnormal, and often times disgusting. "I
don't eat read meat, and I'm extremely the first-year of law school? For
picky with food so it turns out I was re Justiniano, the answer is easy: "Law
school is way harder!"
ally lucky."

Y

Atomic

our Rules Do Not Apply
But that's not all. The best perk of
Here. These words printed all, are you ready for this? An Atari 2600!
on the bartender's shirt And a crate full of games to boot! Asterread more as an admonishment than a oids, River Raid, Combat, Outlaw, Cenfashion statement. I found this out the tipede, and the list goes on. No heaven,
moment another patron and I decided it no nirvana, no moksha, no Shangri-la has
would be a good idea to try out some anything better than punk music, beer,
moves we learned from watching profes- and an Atari system. Just be careful to
sional wrestling. But,
make sure your
if you can get over the
TROY D. BYERS
paddles (joysticks)
slightly Draconian atwork before taking or
mosphere by which the
I fl€ Ft (IF Iv€ Vl€W
giving a challenge. It
king runs his kingdom,
is an old system,
one can have a blast at Atomic.
Ump-teen beers later and I'll be
Atomic is a billiards hall/bar fusion damned if I can't remember what they
that, unlike Buffalo Billiards, has a nice have on tap. But they do have good drink
earthy feel to it. Though dubbed a glori- specials through the week: I hooked up a
fied Froggy Bottom Pub with carpet in- double single-malt scotch for about $8 or
stead of dirty bathroom tile by one of my so. Otherwise, the selection and prices
fellow explorers, Atomic packs in some at Atomic are commensurate with other
perks that definitely gives it a character DC bars.
all its own. So if you're one who is able
The only caveat: if you're a guy, this
to overlook the fact that its not the is a real guy's night out. You won't be
cleanest joint in town, and that the fix- hooking up there. Of course, with punk
tures are from circa 1970, give this place music and an Atari system, romance was
a try.
the last thing on this guy's mind. If you're
As for the perks, first and foremost, a member of the fairer sex, your dance
and the one that induced me to go in the card will be full. However, Atomic clifirst place, was the jukebox. This isn't a entele seems to be a core loyal following
new-fangled internet jukebox; just a small who come there to play pool and drink,
run-of-the-mill melody machine well- Something about that combination that
stocked with punk music of yester-year, leaves little time for flirting. So the botFrom the Clash and the Sex Pistols, to torn line is: Go to Atomic for the fun,
Husker Du, not only do you have a beau- don't expect to hook up. Also, leave the
tiful variety, but it apparently changes fre- date, significant other, whatever at home,
quently, as was evidenced by the bar- This is a casual place perfect for relaxtender personally changing the music ing. Why ruin it?
while we were there.
Atomic is located up in Cleveland
Don't worry, however, if punk isn't Park (oops, that's another caveat) about
your thing. Atomic isn't a big moshpit a block away from the Cleveland Park
with people dumping beers on one an- Metro on the Red Line headed towards
other. It pretty mellow. And the juke- Shady Grove if you're coming from
box did have some bad music on it too, downtown DC. The address is 3427 Con
like Matchbox 20, Blink 182, and other necticut Ave. N W.
whiny, bitchy bands with numbers in it.
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Dell Purchase Program "Hey Ya!": Outkast Has
Laptop Repair
Done It Again

A

n addendum to my last col ing exams. A few people are having vol
umn: lLs who purchased ume problems in class, too. If you mute
laptops through the Pur your computer, your classmates definitely
chase Program have CompleteCare with won't miss the sound, and chances are
their laptops. In theory, this means you that you won't, either. There are a few
can call Dell, and they will send a techni ways you can silence your laptop:
1) Open the "Start" menu and open
cian wherever you direct them (your
the
Control
Panel. Double-click "Sounds
apartment, parents' house, wherever) the
and
Audio
Devices".
There should be a
next business day. In reality, the techni
"Mute"
checkbox.
If
this is checked,
cian will only show up when he/she/it
presto!
No
sound.
has on hand the Dell-factory part required
2) There may also be a "Place Vol
to fix your computer, which may take a
ume
Icon
On the Taskbar" checkbox in
couple of days. The warranty lasts for 3
years from the time of purchase. If you the Audio Control Panel described above.
If this box is checked,
didn't buy your laptop
the
volume control
through the school, you
ELIZABETH AUSTERN
should appear in the
may
also
have
taskbar (probably on
CompleteCare, but you
the extreme lower
would have had to pay
right or alternatively
for it as a separate op
just to the right of the "Start" menu). The
tion when you bought your computer.
Burns Library Tech Support icon will look like a stylized stereo
(Daniel Diggs and Kimberli Morris) re speaker. Double-click the icon, or rightcently became certified to order warranty click it and open the volume control. The
repair parts for computers bought under item you want checked on the resulting
the Purchase Program. So, if you are a dialog box is the "Mute" check box for
1L who bought your computer through "Master Volume".
3) Your laptop may have a sound
the program, and one of the Techies in
the Library diagnoses your computer as control built right into the keyboard. It
having a hardware problem, they can or should also have icons shaped like speak
ers on them. Dells in particular have this
der the part and fix it.
If you bought your computer key on the upper right-hand portion of
the keyboard. This is a great option if you
through the school's program:
- Look at the invoice that came want to kill the sound fast (like at the be

The Tech Junkie

v/vtYv your computer. TVie CompleteCare
contact number is listed on it.

o CompleteCare has several phone
numbers - you MUST call the one on
your invoice, or you'll get the run around
- When you call, make sure you
tell anyone you talk to (if you are trans
ferred 5 times, tell all 5 people) that you
have next-business-day CompleteCare
Sound Check
Apparently, a few students had
sound problems with their laptops dur

ginning of class when your professor is

glaring at you). If your machine has this
key, it will work with the colored (red,

blue, green, or gray) "Function" key that
has the letters "Fn". Whatever color the
function key is, and wherever it is (mine
is next to the "Ctrl" key on the lower left
of the keyboard, but it could be different
on yours), press it in conjunction with the
key that has a colored icon of a speaker
with sound and a speaker with no sound
on it. This will turn the sound off when
it is turned on, and vice versa.

Dean Young Wants You!

To Be A Dean's Fellow!
Hard-working and enthusiastic students
should submit their applications to Pro
fessor Lorri Unumb by Thursday,
January 22.
Evening Students encouraged to apply.

tor to the mix; "Sabotage" is the only
other video I have ever gotten this excited
Music Critic
about watching every time I flip by it.
Like any good movie trailer or
Last semester I found myself
Simpsons
character, the perfect pop song
uninterestedly watching the Democratic
Presidential nominees duke it out in the also comes complete with-a catch phrase
"Rock the Vote" debate on CNN. After that gets lodged in your skull for at least
the two hours of talking-without-saying- three weeks. The phrase "Hey Ya!" is
anything had ended, I was left pondering great—does it means nothing or does it
only A1 Sharpton's quick wit and a par mean everything!—but the most unforget
ticular Wesley Clark commercial. I had table line of the song is delivered in the
heard Big A1 was a bit of a cut-up, but song's breakdown section, when Andre
Clark's blurb caught me completely off 3000 advises us to "shake it like a Polaroid
picture." How many times I will hear
guard.
I'll set the scene of his ad for you. some hipster use this line in reference to
It opens with Clark in a coffee shop, re something completely unrelated to danc
sponding to the questions of a diverse ing, such as when dispensing ketchup
group of young voters. His answers are from a glass bottle? It's pure genius.
Lastly and most importantly, the
simple and to the point, like "I don't think
Iraq presented an imminent threat," or song has to be high-energy fun. Ballads
"I believe affirmative action allows people have their place in popular music, but
to succeed." But then, as pleasantly un none are even a blip on the perfect-pop
expected as a Sharpton victory party, radar, as far as I'm concerned. I'd say
Clark dropped the real bomb: "And no, I people remember 1989 more for "Love
don't think Outkast is breaking up. They Shack" than for "Wind Beneath My
just put out a great album, and I think Wings." "Hey Ya!" brings nothing but
Big Boi and Andre 3000 will work out grins and bad dance moves. I may be a
their differences." The General then little sarcastic at times, but I have never
knocks fists with a wide-eyed teen, who said anything more seriously than this:
"Hey Ya!" is the best pop song of t his millen
returns a sly head-nod; fade to black.
An electric buzz fills the live audi nium (thus far anyway).
For those of you that have heard it
ence. General Clark has finally stated
what many have thought, but were too a few times, the thought may have crossed
your mind that "Hey
afraid to say — the
Ya!" seems a little too
three issues the young
infectious, that if this
American voter cares
I'd say people
song's power fell into
about are Iraq, affir
the wrong hands, the
remember 1989 more
mative action, and
musical magic con
Outkast. And not
for "Love Shack" than tained
therein could be
necessarily in that or
for "Wind Beneath
used for evil purposes.
der. I am not quite
You are not the only
naive enough to think
My Wings." "Hey
ones to have pondered
this stunt was all
Ya!" brings nothing
this, grasshoppers, but
Clark's idea, but nev
not to fear. You see,
but grins and bad
ertheless, just how big
when I first heard "Hey
is Outkast if their
dance moves. I m ay
Ya!", it dawned on me
name
is
being
be a little sarcastic at
that Outkast had at last
dropped by a nor
been
presented with
mally stoic presiden
times, but I h ave
their key.
tial candidate?
never said anything
Only two other
Andre and Big
keys like it exist, and
more seriously than
Boi may have a few
they currently hang
creative differences
this: "Hey Ya!" is the
around the necks of
these days, but they
best pop song of this
Brian Wilson and
certainly aren't letting
Michael
Jackson. The
that affect their swag
millennium (thus far
tragic passing of
ger or their success.
anyway).
Johnny Cash freed the
They have earned the1
~third and final key, and
respect of the hip-hop
connoisseur despite being on the playlist suitors came from far and wide seeking
at every radio station, dance club, frat it. Wilson and Jackson settled on Ma
party, bar mitzvah, and bar review that donna, but the whole Britney kiss thing
forced them to reconsider at the last
I've attended.
Until this fall, I slept soundly know minute. They finally selected the worthy
ing that in these crazy times, every few Outkast to ascend to the remote moun
years Outkast will release three minutes tain locale and turn their key in unison
of genius that would be hailed across the with Wilson and Jackson to open the
Atlantic as the Top of the Pops. Their fabled Vault of Catchiness. Outkast was
latest double-disc offering Speakerboxx/ rewarded for their journey with the spar
The Love Below, however, one-ups all of kling "Hey Ya!," and the vault was again
their previous singles in just two syllables: locked for years.
Without their clandestine protec
Hey Ya!"
Like assembling a boy band, there tion, the world might not be safe from
are some formulaic elements involved in the uncontrollable glee within that vault.
writing the perfect pop song. First, a song As Cash, Wilson, and Jackson can attest,
is not pop without the hook, and the swell however, the keys carry with them a
of the background singers in the chorus wicked curse, sending their bearers down
of ' Hey Ya!" is sublime, especially when some treacherous paths. I believe, how
placed over the song's crazily syncopated ever, that Outkast, laden with talent and
bass line. Second, the ridiculousness of strong in heart, will shake that curse, and
video like Outkast's can add an x-fac- shake it like a Polaroid picture.
BY PETER BROMA GHIM
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Mad For A Reason
BY MARCUS EHRLANDER

Staff Writer

W

ith the first Democratic
primaries finally upon
us, it's starting to look
like Howard Dean will be in for more of
a fight than it seemed back in 2003. Much
like the Risk player who takes a command
ing lead by controlling all of Asia early
in the game, Dean is seeing the inevitable
attrition which results when 8 of 9 com
petitors agree that priority number one is
taking you out.
Ok, so you don't have to ask how I
spent my two weeks at home.
Time Magazine now reports that
Dean's eight Democratic opponents will
soon be joined by President Bush, eager
to start spending the $130 million he's
raised to take on his non-existent primary
opponent. His plan: play the optimist,
while painting his challengers as sour
grapes, unfit to rule our great country.
It's not hard to see where the idea
comes from. After eight years of a GOP
symbolized by people like Rush
Limbaugh and Newt Gingrich, Republi
cans are having a grand old time taunt
ing those who are angry with Bush's poli
cies.
In what could hardly be a display
of amnesia, I have seen countless Repub
licans marvel on television about the un
fathomable vicious hatred lib erals express

toward President Bush. True, I watch too over the last decade, it was ultimately the
much Fox News, but that anybody today happy-go-lucky "compassionate conser
could mention vicious hatred of a presi vatism" of Dubya that won voters' hearts
dent, and not be talking about Bill on election day.
Clinton, for me is a clear time to take
Ultimately though, the charge of
pause and reflect on whether reality has unseemly anger is effective because
any place in politics.
Democrats have no way of denying it.
Yet, even if the venom Republicans While the Republicans had the benefit of
spewed at Clinton far exceeds anything manufacturing their anger during a pe
Bush has faced, Democrats also haven't riod of unparalleled growth and prosperwon much by talking
ity in America, the cur
about the silliness of the
rent Democratic anger is
Ok, so you don't
mad Republicans. Clinton
fundamental in the
may have personally outneocon policies destroy
have to ask how I
maneuvered Republicans
ing our country.
spent my two
for 8 years, but the over
These are policies
looked reality of the "New
like drastically cutting
weeks at home.
Democrat" is not only that
taxes in the middle of
he is less of a Democrat,
two wars while increas
but also that his party has lost control of ing domestic spending. A foreign policy
both houses of Congress and all three of addressing global terror with less di
branches of government. Republicans plomacy and more bullets. Domestic poli
made fools of themselves during the cies of loosening our environmental stan
Clinton years, but it was a small price to dards, while tightening our civil liberties.
pay for a coup.
Social policies of cutting programs for the
Now, Bush and his team want to poor, except where they can serve to de
do everything they can to preempt a stroy our separation of church and state.
Democratic movement like the one that Along with many other bold new poli
gave Republicans power. The "sour cies, one of squashing dissent by ignor
grapes" approach has a couple of things ing questions, limiting public access, and
using false information to support admin
going for it.
First, it reflects a political consen istration policies.
sus, that Americans don't like to see their
Democrats are further seeing how
leaders as overly negative. Although the Bush's tax cuts are coming back to di
GOP has clearly benefited from its anger rectly fund his reelection. Bush has raised

his $130 million by years end, in its ma
jority from wealthy donors giving $2,000
a pop. Meanwhile, Howard Dean is shat
tering Clinton's fundraising records, by
netting $41 million, at an average of 88
dollars per person. It's simply crooked.
Even if Bush didn't allow these
huge donors to impact his decision-mak
ing, it is because his tax cuts so dramati
cally benefit the richest 1% of our coun
try that they can throw a measly 2000
bucks back to keep him in power.
Never mind the fact that Bush is our
president despite receiving less votes than
his opponent, and that a more accurate
Florida voting system would have given
the state to Gore. One thing is for cer
tain, and that is that Bush will face a lot
of Democratic anger in '04, not to men
tion the many true conservatives like Pat
Buchanan who question the defensive
value of our intervention in Iraq, and
those like Paul O'Neill who are tired of
playing puppets to an unprincipled and
leaderless administration.
So it looks like Bush is on the right
track. We all know that he won't offer the
most eloquent defense of his policies. And
"compassionate conservatism" seems as
outdated as Bush's foreign policy based
in humility. There's really only one po
litical charge to which Bush's opposition
is undeniably vulnerable, and that is that
he's really made them angry.

You Can Judge A Fruit By The Tree and It's Flowers
On The Eve of A Large Protest, Columnist Decries Abortion
widely accepted by our society today, is University.
His views are bolder and less recon
that many social evils can be addressed
Staff Writer
by lessening the burden women face in dite than Planned Parenthood's. He be
aw students are encouraged raising their children. This is accom lieves that nothing is intrinsically invio
lable about a hu
by academic mentors to plished by elimi
man life.
He
seek out contradictions in nating or minimiz
doesn't try to ar
reasoning, to distinguish logical sce: ing that burden. To
gue that a geneti
narios, and to push arguments to their do so, Planned
cally complete hu
Parenthood had to
'reasonable' ends.
man is not a hu
Scientists employ the same kind of believe that what is
man; he simply ar
process of discernment as they discover genetically a com
gues that the defi
the experimental consequences of scien plete life was, for
nition
of
tific theories. Philosophers and lawyers some other reason,
personhood itself
are similarly trained in the art of logical not so, and was in
should depend on
inquiry. Lawyers are taught to seek truth stead an expend
the relative burden
through the Socratic method, whereby able burden.
on society of that
The purpose
the individual begins from his past knowl
life, not on the at
edge to arrive at complex fundamental of the first set of
tainment of any
quotes is not to ex
principles.
decisive stage of
In this article I hope to expose the pose the highly un
development.
utilitarian arguments that suffuse the de likely law schoolThis set of beliefs
bate about abortion and the inviolability type scenario of
leads him to the
of human life. I will do this by carrying where the notion
acceptance of in
on a Socratic conversation with the past of a utilitarian out
fanticide, organ
and present exponents of human utilitari look on life could
harvesting, eutha
anism. I will show that the inviolability lead us to, but to
nasia,
and of
of human life is a fundamental human expose the actual
course
any
form
principle by exposing two ends of the al desires that moti
of abortion.
vated the utilitar
ternative spectrum.
At one end stands a tree. It is the ian view of life in
THE TREE
modern foundations of human utilitari the first place.
"Our failure
The second Thousands of protesters will gather this
anism, and at the other end are its flow
to
segregate
mo
ers, representing the present and the fu set of quotes repre- Wed. at the Washington Monument to
rons
who
are
in
ture pupils of this school of thought. sents the views of protest abortion in the "March for Life.
creasing
and
mul
Caught in the middle are all of us, and a courageous but
all of those millions upon millions who evil man, a modern Nietzsche. Peter tiplying demonstrates our foolhardy and
died because some thought it would be Singer is the disciple of human utilitari extravagant sentimentalism. Instead of
better for the rest if they weren't around. anism taken to its logical conclusion. He decreasing and aiming to eliminate the
The ideas of Margaret Sanger and is highly influential, and accepted by the stocks that are most detrimental to the
Dr. Guttmacher (founder and President academic community and the mass me future of the race and the world, it tends
of Planned Parenthood respectively) best dia. He is considered the founder of the to render them to a menacing degree
represent the foundations of human utili animal liberation movement, and chairs dominant... We are paying for, and even
tarianism. Their logical totem-pole, the Department of Bioethics at Princeton submitting to, the dictates of an ever-in
BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES

L

creasing, unceasingly spawning class of
human beings who never should have
been born at all."
Margaret Sanger, The Pivot of Civi
lization (1922).
"Each country will have to decide its
own form of coercion, and determine when and
how it should be employed. At Present, the
means are compulsory sterilization and com
pulsory abortion. Perhaps some day a way of
enforcing compulsory birth control will be fea
sible.
Dr. Alan Guttmacher, Future Presi
dent of Planned Parenthood (1962)
THE FLOWERS
"But, in the case of infanticide, it is
our culture that has something to learn
from others, especially now that we, like
them, are in a situation where we must
limit family size ... Contraception is ob
viously the best way to do this, since there
is no point in going through an unwanted
pregnancy and birth; and, for the same
reason, abortion is much better than in
fanticide. But, for the reasons we have
already discussed, in regarding a newborn
infant as not having the same right to life
as a person, the cultures that practiced
infanticide were on solid ground."
Peter Singer, Current Chair of the
Princeton University Bioethics Depart
ment: Rethinking Life and Death (1995)
"Human babies are not born selfaware, or capable of grasping that they
exist over time. They are not persons ...
the life of a newborn is of less value than
the life of a pig, a dog, or a chimpan
zee."
Peter Singer: Practical Ethics
(1999.)
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The Capture of Saddam Hussein
After this brief look back at history,
one has to wonder what Saddam Hussein
Staff Writer
was thinking when he surrendered. He
ast month, when I heard the had spent his entire life building up his
news that Saddam Hussein tough guy image, glorying in his status
had been captured alive, I as the only Arab leader who dared stand
was shocked. I could not, and still can- up to the U.S., which made his capture
not, believe that the mighty dictator of all the more shocking. Perhaps more
Iraq did not go down fighting or simply stunning still was the remarkably emaskill himself to avoid capture. It is widely culating video of Saddam in captivity that
known that he had several weapons with the U.S. released, which has to rank
him at the time of his capture, but he did among the best works of propaganda in
not use them.
history. Easily translatable into any lanThe capture of a head of state dur- guage the video states: this is what haping a war is a truly unique historical event, pens when you mess with America.
Slobodan Milosevic's arrest and current
It was one thing for Saddam to surtrial are also distinctive, but his situation render without a fight, but for a man who
is very different from Saddam's, knows the power of propaganda to allow
Milosevic was overthrown and arrested himself to be filmed while American docby his countrymen, not by foreign troops; tors poked and prodded him is unbelievthat happens to dictators all the time. able. What could he have been thinking?
What made Milosevic's case special is Those few seconds of videotape dethat his captors destroyed a persona
cided (under heavy
that had taken
international finan.•
Hussein a lifetime to
..
I he no tion that death is
,
. r_
cial pressure)wto turn
build. He went from
him over to an interpreferable to dishonor
being a feared ruler
BY NICK DIETZ

L

Change in Barrister's Ball
Alcohol Policy Long Overdue
The Law School should spend less money providing students
alcohol and do more to promote responsible drinking

T

his must begin with a disclo blind eye.
SBA President Corrie Westbrook
sure required by journalism
ethics, which, it should be suggested she would lead us down the
noted, most people in the news business right path, rejecting Dean Morrison's pro
follow without taking any classes or pass posal for a two-hour open bar on the
ing any test. (Geraldo Rivera does not grounds that it would only encourage the
excessive drinking the
count.)
proposal was designed to
I don't drink.
My reasons are nu
curb.
That kind of con
merous and varied,
cern and attention to the
but they undoubtedly
add to my opinion
problem - and much
that moves to curb ex
more - is what's needed.
cessive drinking at
The burden doesn't fall
this year's Barrister's
only on SBA representa
Ball are a long over
tives either - students
BRANDON BR ISCOE
due step in the right
should do themselves,
direction. It's just too
their school, and their
bad it took pressure
colleagues a favor and
from a hotel and the Dean's Office for speak up when they've had to much. It's
students to react to what has been an is not being preachy - it's being prudent. It's
sue in obvious need of attention for years. a responsibility.
t0 an ob J ect
scorn >
national tribunal, but
bas been an important
"Obvious" not only because venues
In the long run, much more atten
I digress.
derision, and even
have
refused
to
accept
our
lucrative
busi
tion
should
be given to the issue. The SBA
The notion that
tenet of all C Ulllires
pity.
ness after hosting one of our events that is working to create a new University al
death is preferable to
throughout history,
What makes
got out of hand, but "obvious" also be cohol policy to treat graduate students dif
dishonor has been an
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i c JJ
his capture so strange
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which
is
why
Saddam
.
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cause any law student who has spent five ferently than undergrads.
u
17
important tenet of all
is that Hussein had
minutes in a Law School lounge has
This makes a certain amount of
cultures throughout
Hussein's surrender is
refused to allow
heard mountains of anecdotal evidence sense, especially considering the huge
history, which is why
weapons inspectors
SQ not eworthy
that many law students aren't capable of sums the current policy forces the SBA
Saddam Hussein's
into his palaces bedrinking responsibly on their own.
to spend on security guards to ensure the
surrender is so notecause he feared it
This newspaper has provided evi five law students under 21 don't drink.
worthy. The list of leaders who took their would make him look weak, bowing to
dence, too - it was in just the last issue
But the new policy ought to include
Ywes rather than surrender \s \ong arid stoAmerican pressure. But rather than apthat an editorial reported on an incident provisions that keep drinking in check ried. Hannibal, the scourge of Rome,
pear as a slightly weaker dictator, he deat the SBA Halloween party that resulted it's far better to have reminders in the rules
killed himself rather than be captured, cided to play a game of chicken with a
in
a law student taking a blow to the face. than to rely on the periodic wake-up calls
though he was in his sixties and no longer President whose father he tried to kill, and
This
barely scratches the surface of the of tragic events to keep drinking at ap
posed a threat. Brutus and Cassius fell lost everything in the process. Yet even
inappropriate
and irresponsible behavior propriate levels.
on their swords after their defeat by with his power gone and his country connot
uncommon
at Law School social
The administration and student
Octavian, so too did Mark Antony after quered, Saddam the man could have refunctions.
leaders
should also reconsider the sheer
the battle of Actium, while his love tained some modicum of respect in the
And
I
shudder
to
point
out
that
the
amount
of money spent on alcohol. The
Cleopatra chose death by poisonous eyes of the world, if he had gone down
last
two
law
students
who
died
in
school
number
must easily reach tens of thou
snake. To avoid an inevitable assassina- fighting,
as his sons Uday and Qusay had
perished
in
circumstances
that
involved
sands
of
dollars. A report of last year's
tion, the Emperor Nero killed himself, done.
alcohol.
No
one
knows
how
much
it
SBA
budget
found that more than half
with the help of a servant, uttering the
Now, I don't want to be accused of
played
a
role
in
Chris
Bartok's
untimely
of
student
money
was being spent on beer
famous last words: "What an artist the being a "Monday morning dictator," but
passing,
but
it
could
not
have
helped.
And
and
pizza.
One
of
the graduation events
world is losing!" Decebalus, King of I'd like to think that if I ruled a country
we
know
for
a
fact
that
the
1999
death
of
last
year
was
a
"Booze
Cruise." And any
Dacia, slit his own throat just as the Em- with an iron fist for more than 2 decades
Seth
Wadley
was
caused
by
a
drunk
student
on
a
journal
or
skills board - o r
peror Trajan's cavalry were about to cap- and spent my reign raising countless
driver.
any
other
club
for
that
matter
- ha s been
ture him, an act that was subsequently monuments to myself, I'd go down with
All of this is not to mention the to a school-sponsored happy hour or two.
immortalized on Trajan's Column.
a little more class. Even Nero killed himconsequences we don't know about - how
Some of that money could be bet
More recent examples include the self for God's sake! And the only thing
many alumni suffer from alcoholism or ter spent on things like defraying the cost
leaders of the "original" Axis countries, he ever pretended to be was an artist, not
other ill effects of a much-too-liberal of printing. Or if you're set on having a
As everyone knows, Adolf Hitler, hiding a warrior.
drinking environment nearly encouraged beverage provided, why not use the cash
in a bunker, shot himself in the head as
But when the supreme moment
by the Law School?
to spring for free coffee, which might even
the Red Army entered Berlin. (Interest- came for Saddam Hussein, he blinked,
Most
students
drink
responsibly
have academic benefits in helping keep
ingly, Saddam Hussein's many bunkers He was willing to risk his country, his
or
not
at
all
and
they
will
therefore
not
students
awake and alert?
were built by German companies.) power, even his sons in a battle with
be much inconvenienced by the new
It's
certainly fine, if not desirable,
Hideki Tojo, the Prime Minister of Ja- America, but he was not willing to risk
policy
that
limits
drinking
to
acceptable
to
serve
alcohol at receptions when
pan, shot himself in the chest as Ameri- his own life. Saddam valued his life above
levels
at
SBA
events.
If
you
have
a
prob
prominent
speakers visit the campus or
can troops surrounded his house. Unfor- all else and, in that one respect perhaps,
lem
with
the
policy
in
place
for
when
members
of the community gather
tunately for him, the Americans heard the Saddam proved himself to be the most
Barrister's, then you might have a much for social functions.
shot, burst into the house, and rushed the supreme dictator of all.
bigger problem.
But there is such a thing as too
wounded Tojo to a hospital. Tojo was
Dictators treat their nations as their
It's unfortunate that students did much of a good thing, and it's wise that
then ghoulishly nursed back to health, put personal playgrounds, living in luxury at
not come to this conclusion sooner. It is we are finally beginning to draw the line.
on trial for war crimes, and then executed, the expense of their people, only caring
less than ideal to have the administration
Mussolini never got the chance to take about themselves and their own well-beimpose rules on the student body that sim
THE PAPER CHASE
his own life because he was overthrown ing, but when faced with the choice of
ply call for responsible behavior that
by his own people, shot, hung upside dying by their own hands or at the hands
A B L E
A B B O T
S P A N
adults ought to exhibit on their own, but
down, and put on display for all to see.
of their enemies, dictators almost ineviP R E Y
N 0 O N E
Y A L E
thank goodness someone finally spoke
Most galling to Americans, and a tably choose suicide. But Saddam
P A P E R T O W E L
S P A T
up. Still, it's not clear anything would
O H M s •E S T E R S
L 1 E
specter which undoubtedly hangs over the Hussein did not. And in the end, what
have happened had the Four Seasons
E N R IA G E
E S T H E R
soldiers currently guarding Saddam, was could be more self-serving than sacrificHotel not intervened.
G
E
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the suicide of Hitler's second in com- ing your dignity to simply prolong your
But simply imposing a new policy
U P P E |R
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A R 0 IT
O A R
mand, Hermann Goering, who took cya- life by a matter of months? Most dictaG 0 A D
S E D A N
L Y R A
is not enough. Now the challenge for the
nide while in American custody, just tors could not bear to live under such
H O P
C H E S T
s 1 S S Y
SBA - a chance for student leaders to pick
hours before he was to be executed. Even shame and humiliation. But in this reS H E P A R D
A S p S
up the dropped ball - is to implement it
more sinister is the mystery surrounding gard, Saddam has outdone his fellow desP o P A R 1
R A D 1 S H
effectively. By the time you read this, there
Goering's access to the cyanide, with pots; he can live withhis disgrace. Maybe,
C U B 1 S M
L E 1
Y E A R
will probably be drink tickets available on
P A P E R T 1 G E R
1 R A N
many signs indicating that he had the help in some distorted way, he is a tough guy
e-bay. Students will try to circumvent the
T A C T
E W E R S
N A V E
of an American MP.
after all.
policy, and the SBA ought not turn a
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So Long, Farewell, and Thank You

No Reason To Complain

Brian Doherty Says "Goodbye"

The new calendar might not please evening students, but
they should applaud the attention their concerns received.

TO THE DEANS, FACULTY,
STAFF, AND STUDENTS:
As you return from your holiday
break and start your Spring 2004 classes,
you will notice that something is missing
in the Office of Student Affairs ... Me.
After three and a half years
at the Law School and with
some long and thoughtful
consideration, I have decided
to return to Boston for per
sonal and health reasons.
But, as I prepare to leave D.C.
for Boston, I wanted to take
an opportunity to say thank
you and good-bye.
First and foremost, to
Dean Renee Y. DeVigne.
Never have I encountered a
person who is so concerned
about the student body. But that same
consideration also applies to the staff who
work for her. I was treated with respect,
kindness and an immeasurable amount
of professionalism, even at times when
my actions did not always deserve such
treatment.
Next, Dean Johnson and Dean
Koller. Dean Johnson brings a quirky
sense to his job that made some long days
easier to make it through. Dean Roller's
frankness and direct approach to dealing
with issues was a refreshing ideal in the
academic setting we work in.
To all the other Deans and to the
Faculty of the law school - thank you for

always treating me with respectfulness
and in a professional manner. It was a
joy to work with so many of you.
To all my fellow staff members there are too many of you to say thank
you to individually. I have never worked
side-by-side with so many fine people. We
shared many laughs, experienced some
absurd moments, and, on
those days we thought that we
would never make it through,
we had each other to depend
and lean on.
Finally, to the students
of the Law School - you were
the reason I came to work
each morning. Sharing your
joy when you succeeded in
your goals and helping you
deal with problems that arose
made me feel the job I was
doing had meaning. I wish all of you the
best during your time at the Law School.
The Law School afforded me op
portunities to meet people and to do
things that never would have happened
if I had stayed in Boston and not ven
tured to D.C. But now, family, harsh win
ters, and the curse of the Red Sox are
beckoning me to return to Boston. So I
say to all of you one more time: So long,
Farewell, and Thank You!
With my best wishes,

Brian Doherty
Former Executive Aide
Office of Student Affairs

To Submit an Opinion
The Nota Bene invites readers' opinions. Letters to the Editor
must be 300 words or fewer, signed, dated and include a graduation

same 15 minutes allotted to SBA speak
ers to voice their opposition to the fac
ulty, who listened attentively and asked
questions of the speakers. The faculty's
concern can't be questioned anyway, see
ing as how they rejected a similar pro
posal last year when evening students
objected.
This
was an ex
cellent ex
ample of
students,
D e a n
adminisR o g e r
trators,
Trangsrud
and fac
has said
ulty work
t h e y
ing
to
should all
gether to
be given
reach
a
"hero"
compro
medals to
w e a r . SBA Pres. Corrie Westbrook speaks Fri. at a faculty meeting. mise that
provided
And their
concerns about the calendar change are the best scenario for the community with
valid.
out ignoring the impact on certain seg
No one was oblivious to any of this ments of the school. It will likely lead to
as the calendar debate raged. Dean further collaboration between students
Trangsrud held a meeting with concerned and the administration to find more ways
evening students to discuss the issue. to ease evening students' burden - Dean
Largely as a result of that meeting and Trangsrud has already said he will look
further consultation with the SBA, the to add additional classes that make life
original proposal was substantially modi easier for those who work full-time.
fied to address evening student concerns.
Let's just hope that future propos
Evening students might not like the
results of Friday's faculty meeting when
the semesters were shortened to 13 weeks
for the next two years, but they should be
happy with the attention their concerns
were given by student leaders, adminis
trators and faculty.
There's no denying that evening stud e n t s
have a
difficult"
schedule -

At the faculty meeting itself, the
evening student leaders were given the

als give every student as much consider
ation.

Finally, The Resepect We Deserve
If only law school were as funny or made as much sense as
portrayed on television.

year or title. E-mail submissions to notabene@law.gwu.edu
To write a longer opinion column, contact Opinions Editor Chris
McClintock at cmcclintock@law.gwu.edu
Nota Bene reserves the right to edit all submissions for space, gram
mar, clarity and vulgarity.
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Actors Will Forte and Fred Armisen portray GW Law Professors on "Saturday
Night L ive" last weekend.
Professor Banzhaf says GW is one
of the 30 law schools that claim to be in
the top 25, but surely GW secured its
place among the nation's elite centers of
legal scholarship when NBC's culture-defining "Saturday Night Live" gave us a
mention last weekend.
Actors portrayed GW Law profes
sors in the sketch comedy's "Weekend
Update," mock-news segment. The duo
used song to expalin how President Bush
recently appointed a judge to the 5th Cir
cuit without the Senate's approval.
They employed all sorts of har
mony and pitch and other musical terms

for humorous effect, but there were no
lyrics. Just "YAaahhh."
This surely reminds many students
of what professors seem to be saying in
class, and it unquestionably must be simi
lar to what professors find in students'
exam answers.
We are left to wonder what brought
our school to the attention of SNL writ
ers - maybe it was Dean Young's recent
NY Times profile or Banzhaf's "Daily
Show" appearance.
More likely, the hard work, schol
arship, and successful legal practice of the
entire GW Law community are to blame.
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t last Friday's faculty meeting concerning the
proposal to change the semester calendar to just
13 weeks, some professors accused Dean Michael
Young of proposing the policy. Dean Young pointed out
that the SBA was the true driving force behind the return
of the calendar change, saying this in his defense:

"I have
been plot
ting many
things in
my office
to make your lives
miserable. But not
this."
The Paper Chase
Across

Down
1 Follows crab or love
2 Mastermind
3 Biblical castaway
4 Needle part

"You may take pride in the
fact that for the past few
years we have been teach
ing not a minute more
than the ABA requires."
- Dean Roger Trangsrud
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Aries: (March 21—April 19)
The only thing colder than the weather is the rejection you'll get
when you look for a date to Barrister's Ball.
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Taurus: (April. 20—May 20)
The 13-week calendar won't officially begin until next year, but
you'll cut class enough to qualify this spring.
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64

Pisces: (Feb. 19—March 20)
Don't worry - you still have 4 months to find a job!
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Aquarius: (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
Your last fall semester grade will be available before you take your
fust spring exam. Barely.

By Ed Canty
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"I am personally respon
sible for some of the worst
experiments in academic
history."
- Professor Stephen Saltzburg

Horoscopes

Crossword 101
1

1 Can do
5 Costello's straight man
10 Bridge concern
14 Target
15 Not a soul
16 New Haven landmark
17 Kitchen item
19 Petty quarrel
20 Falsehood
21 Electrical units
22 Organic compounds
24 Get one's goat
26 Book of the Bible
28 Precious stones
30 Hitchhiked
33 Amphetamine
36 Fortune teller's deck
38 Scull
39 Prod
40 Car type
41 Constellation
42 Skip and jump's partner
43 Storage box
44 Namby-pamby
45 Astronaut Alan
47 Vipers
49 Salad ingredient
51 Andy Warhol specialty
55 Art movement
57 Annual event
59 Flower arrangement
60 Khomeini's locale
61 A weak tyrant
64 Thoughtfulness
65 Pitchers
66 Church part
67 Certain club members
68 Color again
69 Require
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5 National song
6 Sailing spar
7 Hoist with a tackle
8 Unique
9 Media appeal
10 Follows accounting
11 Media dispensers
12 Apple chemical
13 Traps
18 NFL Famer Staubach
23 Closed
25 Like a good whiskey
27 Layers
29 Spirited horses
31 Com spikes
32 Horsecart
33 Repugnant expressions
34 Christopher Robin's friend
35 Bookshop offering
37 Madison Avenue spreads
40 Lobsterman's cousin?
41 Speech therapist's concern
43 Scoundrels
44 An active pastime
46 Coatings

48
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52

58
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Gemini: (May 21—June 21)
Are you frostbitten? Or are you just happy to see me?

63

•
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Cancer: (June 22—July 22)
You'll forget to vote in your state's primary, although you would
have wasted it on Kucinich anyway.

69

48 Thin
50 Puffed up
52 Seaweed
53 Actor Christopher
54 Fatigued
55 Make reference to
56 Russian mountains
58 Spooky
62 Wonder
63 Motel
Quotable Quote

I am returning this other
wise good typing paper to
you because someone has
printed gibberish all over
it and put your name at
the top.
• • 'An English Professor

By GFR Associates • PO Box 461 Schenectady. NY 12304 • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

Leo: (July 23—Aug. 22)
Fewer than 340 shpopping days left before Christmas!
Virgo: (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
Go ahead - pl an your Moot Court junket to Hawaii. Just don't say
we didn't warn you about the plane crash.
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Libra: (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You will be called as a witness in either the Michael Jackson or
Martha Stewart trial, you freak.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Your mock trial competition will go well until you open your cross
with, "How you doin'?"
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
With only three drink tickets at Barrister's Ball, you won't be getting
wasted... or lucky.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
The Westlaw printout you requested will get past the 1L queue by
March.

